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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon. March 17, 1977

Inoour 98th Year
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Murray Wins
State Opener
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP)— Covington
Holmes was looking forward to a
baSketball game. What it got was a
war, and Murray didn't take any
prisoners._
Underdog Murray, with guard
Raymond Sims leading the way, used a
nonstop offense =Diferorious pre88.4.__
rip 10th-ranked Holmes 100-93 Wednesday in an opening round game of the
60th Kentucky Boy's High School
Basketball Tournament.
Sims scored 23 points to lead the
Tigers, who also got n points from
forward Lindsey Hudspeth and 20 from
reserve Andrea Perry.
Murray spotted Holmes a 23-18 first
period lead before burying the 9th
Region champions 36-21 in the second
period.
Holmes could get no closer than five
points in the second half.
"I think some people underestimated
us and the 1St Region," said Murray
Coach Cary Miller:"We call our press
the 'Miller Mad Dog Prem..' I think the

Coffee Prices
Up Again
NEW YORK AP) — Wholesale
coffee prices have shot over the $4
barrier, but consumers will have to
wait several weeks to find out how
much more per pound they'll have to
pay in the supermarkets.
General Foods Corp., the nation's
largest coffee roaster, increased the
wholesale price of ground coffee by 50
cents to $4.21 a pound Wednesday. The
action followed Monday's 50-cent increase to $44.18 a pound by secondlargestFolger Coffee Co.
General Foods also raised its prices
for Sanka and Brim- ground decaffeinated coffee by 40 cents a pound. It
left instant pricesat$5-.45fora IO-ounCe
jar, the same price charged by Folger
for instant.
General Foods and Irolger sell more
than half the coffee consumed in the
United States, and their actions
strongly influence the prices of other
brands.
How these increases will affect the
supermarket price isn't yet known,
since it takes several weeks for them to
reach the retail level.
Many grocers traditionally have sold
coffee at or below cost to attract
customers into their stores, and
therefore may not pass all of the new
price along to the shopper.
Coffee roasters blame the wholesale
increases on the price of green coffee
beans, up steadily since July 1975, when
a frost destroyed many coffee trees in
Brazil,the world's largest grower.
It will take three to five years for the
new coffee trees planted after the frost
to reach maturity, so the international
market is still dealing with a low-supply
situation.

Speech Team To
Hold Slaii-etbay
The Laker Speech Team will hold its
annual Slave Day on Saturday, March
19, from 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Money
earned will be used to pay expenses at
the State Speech Tournament in
Lexington April land 2.
The regional winners from Calloway
County High School for the past three
years will do any odd jobs and members said no job will be too dirty.
Persons having any job and who
would like to help the team go to the
State Tournament are asked to call 7535479 or 753-8141 on Saturday, or before
Saturday call 753-9459 after 5:00 p. m.
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press made the game, turned it around
for us."
In other first round games Wednesday,fourth-ranked Ashland.held_off,
-determined Laurel County - 68-62,second-rated Shelby County blitzed
Virgie 68-49, and Valley clubbed Bell
—
-County
In today's 'first round games,
Lexington Catholic plays pnion Coiinty,
sixth-ranked Owensboro meets M.C.

4K.,42.;0

Additional Stories And
Photos On Pages 6,7,& 8
Napier, Bath County takes on Glasgow
and top-rated Ballard meets Taylor
County.
It appeared the opening day of the
tournament would be free of upsets
after victories by Ashland, Shelby
County and Valley and Covington
Holmes' hot first period against
Murray.
But Murray, 22-3, changed all that in
the second quarter.
"Boy, that second quarter," said
Holmes Coach Reynolds Flynn. "I
didn't think there was a team in -the
state that could score 36 points on us in
a quarter. We just got outshot and beat
on the boards."
t
mis p y • a major ro e in
second period uprising. He began
things with a short jumper and, seven
minutes later, turned his third theft of
an inbounds pass into a basket by Bill
McHugh for a 50-40 Murray lead.
Holmes, which got 26 points from
Doug Schloemer and 24 from Roy
Meyer, made it interesting in the
second half, but the Rulldogs got no
closer than 82-77 after intermission.
Perry responded at that point with a
layup and Sims added a free throw and
a baseline jumper to pull the Tigers
ahead by eight.
Fittingly, Sims hit two free throws
_with19seconds to play to push Murray
into triple figures it 100-89. Holmes
made it a bit more respectable with two
quick b_aakets before the final buzzer.
"We seemed dead tonight," said
Flynn. "The press _bothered us considerably. We didn't crack it-like we
normally crack a prem."
"We've used that press off and on all
*year," said Miller, "and we get a lot of
turnovers off it."

Murray High School Coach Cary Miller gibes his team instructions during a
time out in last night's state tournament game at freedom Hall in Louisville.
Murray High won its opening round game over Covington Holmes with a 100-

Both volunteer workers and financial
contributions are needed for the Region
I Special Spring Olympics competition
for the developmentally disabled to be
held at Murray State University on
Saturday, April 16.
Gayle Wadlington of the Western
Kentucky Community Mental Health
Centers, program coordinator, said 350
to 400 participants from 17 counties in
the Jackson Pur.chasa...and the Pennyrile are expected to compete in the
games,beginning at 8 a. m.
"Viplunteers are needed as coaches,
chaperones, guides, organizers, and
officials," he explained. "Amateur or
professional, young or old — we can use
the assistance of anyone who is interested in working with these special
people."
Financial backing is provided by
schools participating in the event,along
contributions,
voluntary
with
Wadlington added.
Tradditional events such as track and
field and swimming, as well as special
wheelchair events, are planned for Roy
Stewart Stadium and the Carr Health

4 The Murray'lligh Tigers advanced in the Kentucky
Boys. High School Basketball Tournament with a
tremendous 100-93 victory over Covington Holmes. For a
complfte report on Wednesday's tournament, as well as.
' stories on what to expect in tonight's NCAA playoffs, turn
to the Sports cdon,pages 6,7 and 8.
7
Murray Ledger & Times columnist M. C. Garrott was
one of the thousands of people who tried to reach
, Carter during his "call-in" the other
President Jimmy'
day. Find out howlucky M. C. was by reading "Garrott's
Galley" on today's Opinion Page, page four.
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93 victory last night. A good crowd of Murray supporters was on hand at
Freedom Hall to support the local team, and several are staying over for
Friday's quarter-final game with Louisville Valley.
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon

Carter Gets Warm Welcome
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP 1 President Carter got a warm welcome
to West Virginia today after playing a
Massachusetts milltown audience lilt('
an Irish harp. Carter flew here from Clinton. Mass .
where he wowed citizens Wednesda
night at a town hall meeting that saw
him at the peak of his campaign form

The President flew to the West
Virginia Capitol to meet with
representatives of special interest
groups concerned about coal and oil
production and other -energy-related
questions.
An enthusiastic crowd of several
Thousand persons, mostly youngsters,
greeted him at Charleston's hilltop

Volunteers, Donations Needed
For Special Spring Olympics

inside today

showers today

15' Per Copy

Building during the day.
Working with Wadlington as 1:0directors are Dr. Doris Conner.
associate professor of spe, ial
education, Dr. Brinda Smith, associate
professor of recreation lind physical
.education, and Brenda Hinkle,
representing the Student•Council for
Edceptional Children, a co-spons-:- of
the event with Murray State.
Among the counties to have participants in the Special Spring 01:,-mpics, which includes 25 events in 10
categories, are Ballard, CaldIA ell,
Calloway, Carlisle, Christian, crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickr lam
Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, .Marcriall.
McCracken, Muhlenberg, Todd. and
Trigg.
Special Olympics is a program of
sports training and athletic compe:Ition

for developmentally disabled children
and adults. It is unique -because it
provides for competitors at all levels to
be assigned to divisions based on both
age and actual performance. Even
those iii the lowest divisions may ady_ance all the way to the nationalfinals.
Winners of the regional games will be
eligible to compete in the Kentucky.
Special Olympics in Bowling Green in
May.
Anyone wishing further information
or to volunteer services or make a
contribution should contact: Dr. Doris
Conner, Department of Special
Education, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky:, 42071, (502t 762-6963, or
Gayle Wadlington, Western Kentucky
Community Mental Health Center,
South 10th Street, Mayfield, Ky., 42066.
(502 247-5346. .

airport and he reciprocated by
-working the fence," shaking hands
and exchanging brief greetings with his
welcomers.
Some of the youngsters waved
American flags as a high school band
played marching music. One group

Damon Hatrison To
Speak At Seminar Here'..
"Energy: The Problem and the
Alternatives" will be the subject Of a
two-session seminar to be presented at
Murray State University on Tuesday,
March 22.
Several energy experts representing
government and industry will make
presentations in sessions from 2 to 4 p.
m. in -Room 208 of Faculty Hall and
from 7 to 9 p. m. in Room 206 of the Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Sponsored by the Center for
Economics Education in cooperation
with the Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State, the
seminar is open to the public, as well as
to faculty, staff, and students, at no
charge.
Scheduled to make presentations in
the afternoon sessions are: Damon
Harrison of Frankfort, Kentucky
Commissioner of Energy: , Jay
Dunkerley- of Washington, D. C.,

'Little Miss' Pageant ToBe Held Here On May 22

The Kentucky Little Miss Pageait for- -- as of June 25, 1977. They must be a
resident of the State of Kentucky'and
1977, sponsored by the Omicron Alpha
birth certificates may be required.
Lambda
Chapter of the Tau . Phi
Contestants will compete in sport' Sisrity,'Wciodmen of the World. will be
and a party dress. Judging will
swear
on
Auditorium
Lovett
22,
May
held
in
be done by the point system on natural
the Murray State University campus,
charm, poise and personality.
Murtay.
Applications are now being taken for
Contestants mustbe at least fr. t,
the contestants entering the pageant.
and no more than nine (91 year, age
An application form may be found in
this newspaper or by writing Carol
McDougal, 1307 Poplar St., Murray.-KY
'42071. Applications should be completed,
and returned no later than April 20.
1977. There will be a limited number/ of
applications taken on a first come
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
basis.
Squad answered calls Wednesday to
Each contestant will need to solicit
five field fires in various parts of
sponsors for the pageant, and the
Calloway County.
contestant may have as many as two
Two of the fires were in the Dexter
a spokesman said. The
sponsors,
• f - Rea with the other three being at
sponsors may be the child's parents or
Clab,
Riding
1 Browns Grove, Wranglers
a place of business. The registration
. and the Sherwood Forest Subdivision,
fee is $30.00 and must accompany the
according to a squad spokesman.
application".
Squad members urged the public to
Ky Little Miss - 1977 will be crowned
be extremely careful in their outside
the Ky Little Miss - '1976, Renae
by
grounds
burning this time of year s the
Mayfield, and will serve along
Gibson,
are very dry and fire can spread
with her court of four rilpners-up for the
reas.
quickly to the surrounding
.
coming year.

Rescue Squad
Answers Calls

••••••••

held . signs saying, "Sixth Grade.
Fernbank School Welcomes President
Carter."
Later today, the President was _
scheduled to travel to New York where
See CARTER,
Page 14,Column 6

The winner of the pageant along with
her mother will go to Roanoke. Virg iniawhere the KY Little Miss will compete
for the title of National Little Miss -1977'
in the National pageant in June, 1977.
Expenses involving the lodging and
meals of the contestant and the mother
will be paid by the Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority.
6
'
Parents wishing more information
concerning the pageant may contact
Mrs. Donna Garland. 75:1-1656 or Mrs.
Dinah Westerman, 753-8583. Information may also be obtained by writing
Carol McDoukal, 1307 Poplar Strel.t,
Murray,KY 42071.

Two File For
Office Here
Two perrns have filed for office in
the May Pgocratic Primary, aocourt clerk's
co-iaing to thk
office.
Tommy Walker has filed for the office of coroner in Calloway County, and'
Joshua Tabers, Sr., has filed for the
office of magistrate of District Four.

representing Resources for the Future
International Energy; and Art Coffland
of Owensboro,Texas Gas economist.
On the evening program are:q1. N.
Stroud of Knoxville, Tenn., assistant
general manager- of the Tennessee
Valley Authority; Mitchell Olszewski of
Oak Ridge, Tenn., representing ,the
Engineering Technology Division of
Oak Ridge National Laboratory; and
Bill K. Caylor of Lexilii ;ton,
representing the Kentucky Coal
Association.
Harrison, a native Of Marshall
('ounty, was named state commissioner
of energy in 1975. Be has also served as
commissioner of the Kentucky
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I)1 11()ti II.tRRI.SON
Departrip ' • k ornnterce and as
director t research and'planning for
that agenc!,
Ertiphasmitg the-importance of the
seminar topic, Dr. Dan Harrison,
(firettgir
the Center for Economics
Education at Murray State. said there
may tw no more crucial and basic
problem before us because the energy
question lurks behind many-other big
In a time when'the entire nation is in
search of a viable, realistic energy
polthY, the university community and
the community-at-large itight, do well
to take some time to 'consider the-position of West -Kentucky in regarVi 'energy use and the—development of
alternatives," he noted.
-
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East Callowav Beta Club
Inducts llembers
Meet
--The Eask - Calloway Beta
Club held installation services
for new members on March 4.
Wheel
was
The
Beta
assembled piece by piece as
each officer gave a short talk
about the wheel.
Weatherford,
Kim
president; discdssed the hub of
the wheel, character. The
Spoke of achievement was
,discussed by Mike Jackson,
vice-president. Debbie Hooks,
King,
secretary, Kelly
reporter, and Dewayne Hill,

communiTY
CALE n DAR I

treasurer, each talked about
the spokes of scholastic
achievement, helpfulness, and
leadership.
Randall Dawson, sergeantat-arms, finished the wheel
with the rim of service.
New members inducted
were Tona Lovett, Lone Hale,
Kathy Bynum, Mike Jackson,
Janna - Williams,
Tina
Housden, Hope Morgan, Jeff
Garrison, Tina Robinson, Kim
Marrs, Joey Zinkovich,
Dewayne Hill, Rick Wagoner,
Rhanda Key, and Skip Weber.

Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Murray State-Iowa State
Order of the Eastern Star will baseball game will be at
meet at the Masonic Hall at Reagan Field, Murray, at one
7:30 p.m.
p. m.

.
S

Closets are often the orphans of building design,
especial!), those in apartment
buildings Seldom are there
enough of them to meet a
fannly's needs FrequentI y
they are located in strange.
out of the way places Somet:mes, they seem to have been
added as an afterthought
But, there are ways to get
the most out of apartment
,losets. scarce as they may
be One is to organize storage
An inventor) of items stored
in closets is a good place to
start The inventory may turn
up quite a few items that
belong at the local "flea
market or in the storage
room of the apartment house
One space saving technique
for clothes closets is to put
similar items together
Longer items, such as raincoats. topcoats. overcoats.
furs. etc . can be placed on
illiP and shorter things
on ,
such as suits, sports-jackets,
pantsuits, blouses or shirts on
• the other, Extra space is left
below the shorter items for
g stnatter-things-suelt-asumbrellas. shoes or hat boxes
Another device that has a
couple of fnnge benefits in-

wives the closet doors. In
many apartments, ordinary
closet doors that swing open
can steal much needed floor
space. especially in tight spots
such as narrow hallways,
small bedrooms or tiny
foyers.
Wood louver doors, on the
other hand, are available as
folding doors, which open and
close like an accordian, taking
up little floor space, or as sliding doors which need no floor
space.
When closed, wood louver
doors create the appearance
of added dimension and they
can be stained or painted to
match or complement interior
colv.
Stock wood louver doors
come either fully-louvered or
with louvers in the top half
and eye-appealing paneling in
the lower half. They are available in a wide range of sizes at
local building supply dealers
or home centers
Besides their ability to save
floor space and • their attrac-tiveness, wood louver doors
permit the free flow of air to
help prevent mildew and keep
clothes fresh smelling.

Closets are often located in awkward places. With ordinars doors that swing out, they can be downright inconenient. Replacing them with sliding wood louver doors
makes access easier because they require no floor clearance. The louvers also permit the free flow of air to keep
clothes fresh smelling.

0

Murray Business and
Murray Shrine Club will
Professional Women's Club have a dinner meeting at
will meet at the Murray Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Woman's Club House at 6:30 p.
m.
'Sunday, March 20
Household
shower for
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at Jimmy and Karen Kelso who
lost their home and contents
Ellis Center at seven p.m.
by fire will be held at the
Murray Women of the Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Moose will meet for executive from two to four p.m.
session at seven p.m. and
Monday, March 21
business session at eight p.m.
Humane Society will meet
Men's Stag Night will be at promptly from seven to eight
6:30 p.m. at M,),.etk y Country p.m. at the United Campus
Club with
Sanders, Ministry Building, North 15th
chairmancz*dill Fandrich, Street.
Virgil Harris, and Al Lindsey
Dorcas Sunday School Class
in charge.
of First Baptist Church will
Concert of Irish music sung meet at the home of Mrs.
by Henry Bannon, native of Homer Miller, 1505 Dudley, at
Dublin, Ireland, with Marie seven p.m.
Taylor as pianist, will be at
Murray Woman's Club
the Calloway County Public
general meeting will be a
Tiorary at seven p.m.
brunch at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs.
Friday, March 18
Don Keller, state safety
Deadline for reservations chairman for the federation,
for Murray Woman's Club as speaker-Brunch. Call department
chairman
or
telephone
Penny Homemakers Club
committee for
Monday will meet with Mrs. Brent
brunch.
Butterworth at two p.m. Note
change in time.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30
Theta Department, Murray
a.m. to three p.m., and a fun Woman's Club, will meet at
night at six p.m. at the Hardin 7:30 p.m. at the club house
Center.
with the program by the
Calloway County High School
Meals for senior citizens will Chorus.
be served at North Second
Center at twelve noon.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday at the
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club Murray Country Cf4b should
Will hold its first crimpout of be made by today with Mrs.
the year at the Kenlake KOA Dan Boaz or Mrs.' Edward
Karnpground at Aurora with Carroll. Bridge hostesses are
J. B. and Jo Burkeen as Mrs. Bob Billington and Mrs.
wagonmasters. A chili supper Bettye Hunter.
will be served Saturday night.
Calloway
County
Saturday, March 19
Association for Retarded
Shopping Day for senior Citizens will meet on the
citizens will be held. Call 753- second floor auditorium,
9725 by 4:30 p. m. Friday for Special Education Building,
transportation.
MSU,at 7:30 p. in.
Chapter M of PEO will have
a luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Paul Sturm at twelve noon
with Bernice Lutes as
cohostess.

3
4

10%OFF
Everything
in
The Store

Kentucky's
Fishing
Bonanza, a slide program and
discussion
of
fishing
techniques for catching
crappie and white bass, will be
shown at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at 2:30 p.
m.

:JitX'on!

Horse-pulling contest will be
at West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center, MS11,
at seven p. m.

Dixieland Center-753-75N

OZARK SALES
5 Breeds Sell
Thursday,
1:00 P.M.
March 24
1:00 P.M.

HINDS FARMS HANK FRETER
1:00P.M.
Hampshires
40 Boars
50 Gilts

7 00P.M.
Chester Whites
30 Boars
60 Gilts

Yorkshires
30 Boars
30 Gilts

Mrs. Joseph Cowin was the by Dr. Alice Koenecke. Mrs.
guest speaker at the meeting 3. B. Ford, chaplain, opened
of the Delta Department of the the meeting with two
Murray Womais's-Club.h.14-ow •devotional-poems written -by
Tuesday, March 1, at 7:30 p. Helen Steiner Rice.
m. at the club house.
Mrs. Edwin C. Strohecker,
"Think Metric" was the chairman, presided, and
subject of the instructive and reports were"givenby the
informative talk given by Mrs. chairmen of the committees.
Cowin who is a teacher in the
The club room
was
Department of Mathematics decorated with shamrocks
at Murray State University. and the refreshments conShe gave many advantages of tinued in the St. Patrick's pay
the metric system, and theme. Hostesses were Miss
suggested some short cuts in Clara Eagle, Mrs. Wilbert
learning the systems. She had Outland, Mrs. Raymond
tools for comparing the two Tidwell, Miss Hazel Tarry,
rtnethods.
Mrs. John Watson, and Miss
Mrs. Cowin was introduced Roberta Whitnah.

Saturday, March 19
Thursday, March 17
Laker Speech Team will
Shower for Mr. and Mrs. W.
G. Martin whose home was _ hold—ita _annual Slave Day__
destroyed by fire will be held from eight a. m. to five p. m.
at Community Room, Murray Persons having jobs for the
Federal Savings and Loan, students call 753-5479 or 753Murray,from six to eight p.m. 8141 on Saturday or before
Saturday call 753-9459 after
Hazel Woman's Club will five p.m.
meet at seven p.m. at the
Square and round dancing
Hazel Community Center with
the program to be a style will be at WOW Hall at 7:30 p.
m.
show.

Ann ers May- Cure
Hangups
(

May Vows Planned Mrs. Cowin Speaks On
Metrics, Delta Meet

Durocs
20 Boars
piles

Ky. Lake Music Barn
New Concord, Ky.

Big Square Dance
Every Friday - 8:00 p.m.
Gen. Admission Adults-$2.00 Children (6-12)$1.00
Come Dance, Look or Listen

Country Music Show
Every Saturday - 8:00 p.m.
Gen. Admission-Adults-$2.50 Children 6-12)$1.50

Iliss Cindy- Garrison
and Kenneth Cleaver
Mr. and Mrs. Cassel Garrison of Murray Route Five announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Cindy, to Kenneth Cleaver, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver,Jr. of Almo.
Miss Garrison, a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School is employed by Dr. V. W. Etherton at the Etherton
am opt eittil Clinic.
Mr,-Cleaver, a junior at Murray State University, is employed by Cleaver Construction.
Vows will be said atCherry Corner Baptist Church, Friday,
May 27 atseven m.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

McCarroll Couple To
Speak, Aglow Meet
The Reverend Carroll
McCarroll and his wife,
Bonnie Sue, will be the
speakers for the meeting of
the Aglow Fellowship to be
held at the Ken-Bar Inn
beginning with luncheon at
10:30 a. m. and the meeting
and worship service at 12
noon. The meqing will take
place on Tuesday, March

EDWARDS GIRL
Keila Sue is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Tim
Lee Edwaals of M- -ray Route
Two for their baby girl,
weighing eight pounds two
ounces, measuring 201-4 inHOSPITAL NEWS
I ches, born on Sunday, March
13, at 3:19 p. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
03-13-77
The new father is employed
ADULTS 139 ,
by Aspluadh Tree Topping
NURSERY 5
Company.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Grandparents arie Mrs. Sue
Baby Girl Edwards mother
Edwards, Louisiana, Robert
Regina), Rt. 2, Murray.
Lee Edwards, Kansas, and the
•
DISMISSALS
Rev. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Mrs, Peggy Nolcox, 102 W.
Thornton, Murray Route Two.
7th., Benton, Mrs. Mary A.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Williams,-Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Thelma Morrison, Murray
Michelle W. Bell, Rt, 4, Paris,
Route Three, and Mr. and
Tn., MrS. Jill C. Guy, Rt. 2,
Mrs. A. J. Marshall, Murray
Hazel, Mrs. Leila A. Wesson,
Route Two. A great great,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs, Dorothy
grandmother is Mrs. Frank
N. Atkins, Box 126, Hardin,
Lawrence, South Fourth
Mrs. Sarah R. Wyatt, Rt. 1,
Street, Murray.
Almo, James R. Smith, Box
292, New Concord,Prentice W
WYRO GIRL
Ross, 507 Beale, Murray, Carl
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Wyro,
C. Parker, Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove,,Tn., George Morgan, 161944 West Main Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
205 E. Ash, Murray.
baby girl, -Angela Maria,
1
weighing seven pounds eight
03-14-77-ounces, measuring twenty
ADULTS 137
inches, born on Thursday,
NURSERY 5
March 10, at 7:10 p. m. at the
'NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Western Baptist Hospital,
Baby Girl Belcher (mother Paducah.
Susan), Rt. 1, Kirksey, Baby The father is a graduate
Boy Eldridge (mother Bon- student in journalism at
nie), Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn,
Murray State University.
DISMISSALS
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hazel W. Patterson, Mrs. Peter H. Wyro of Bishop,
New Concord, Mrs. Barbara Texas, and Mr. and Mrs.
J. Adams and Baby Boy, Rt, 6. David I.unsford of Springfield,
Mayfield, Mrs. Jo R. Carter, Tn.
Rt. 2, Arlington, Miss Janice
F. Payne, Apt. No. 2D Embassy,
Murray,
Mrs.
Margaret E. Tharp, 2205
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Wanda S. Brown,829 Glendale
Rd., Murray, Mrs, Lillian A.
Dunn, 626 S. 4th., Murray,
Mrs. Louise W \Fair, 117 S.
10th., Murray, Mrs. Joyce M.
Sullivan, Rt. 2, Mayfield, Mrs,
Martha S. Edmonson, Rt, 5,
Murray, Gerrald G. Boyd, Rt.
2, Murray, Miss • Cathy S.
Miller, Box 63, Hardin, Mrs.
Charlotte A. Doyle, 1040
Manley Apts. No. 1, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Virginia I. Milliken,
207 Pine, Murray, Exie B.
Adams, 312 S. 10th., Murray,
Butte Cochrurn, Rt. 2, Hazel.

22nd.
The McCarroll's came to
Paducah six years ago and
started the New .,Life
Cathedral.
Rev. and Mrs. McCarroll
have been married for 15
years and they have four
children ranging in age from
12 to 4. Both attended Southwest Baptist College in
Bolivar, Missouri, which is
where they met.
Aglow is an international
fellowship of Christian
women, and is open to all who
are interested in knowing
more about what God is doing
in the lives of women in the
world today, said Mrs.
Malcolm Cross, publicity
secretary.
There will be no nursery this
month.
For more information about
Aglow, persons may call the
president of the Gilbertsville
chapter, Mrs. Rudy Holland,
at 362-8175.

SPECIAL DRAWINGS EVERY WEEKEND
For Information Call 502-436-8806
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HELD
OVER!

Academy Asward Nominations
Inc. Best Picture
His whole life was
a million-to-one shot.

THEYSETCRIMEBACK
ODYEAM!
ot

WALT
MALY

NEvaRIADum:
molifar
•

Wettmoolnit.'

ROCKY

WALT DISNEY'S
Mengel
In Mattoon* form

United Artists

DONAU DUCK, ME CARIOCA sod PANCMITO

Mon.-Thur.
Caballeros - 7:30
Moment -8:10

Mon.-Thur. 7:30 Only
Fri.&Sat. -7:15,9:25

Mon.-Thur
Ends Tonite
I
Clow":
jr
7:30 Only
"Silver Streak"
Fri. &Sat.-7:20,9:30

Starts Tomorrow

NET oRK

10

ACADEMY
AWARDS

Karen Park Is
Salem Speaker
Karen Park, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Park who'
are missionaries in, Chile,
South America, was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Baptist Women of the Salem
Baptist Church held on
Wednesday, March 2, at seven
p. m. at tfie church.
The speaker discussed her
life in the South American
country. Other organizations
of the ,church joined the
women to hear Miss Park
speak..
The call to prayer and
secretary's report were given
by Eleanor Miller.
Also present for the meeting
were Oretha Williams, Molena
Armstrong; Estelle
Blankenship, Sue Haneline,
I.ottie Sheridan, Beverly
Overcast,'Inct Amy Paschall.

Prepare yourself
for a perfect!,
outrageous
iiion picture.
1.4.isimpn
nt.ver
Ihr Name
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IIME
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NET ORK

musiaTEE0

FATE DUNA WAY
WILLIAM HOLDEN
PETER FINCH
ROBERT DUVALL
NETWORK

Ifs all
nev.
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Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

Landrace
20 Boars
20 Gilts

Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number

Crossbreds
60 Bred Gilts
60 Open Gilts
For a free catalog containing performance testing information, pictures and
other informatioh, call or write:

HINDS FARMS

or

HANK FRETER

PHONE: 417-469-2029

PHONE: 417-469-3481

RT. 2- WILLOW SPRINGS, MO.65793
4

)1A.
-pc,
I S4-.1,4 I -Iv

-

For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

7534434

Witted Moth n
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Teen Pageant To Be Held

oeo

Send Off Secretary
With References
The Joint fourth Grade Choruses of Robertson and Carter Elementary Schools, directed by Mrs. John Bowker, presented the program at the meeting of the Robertson
S114101 Parent-Teacher Association held Monday, March 14, at seven p. rci., at the
school. A slide presentation of the mini-university was presented. New officers for the
school year, 1977-78, are Jerry and Karen Bolls, presidents; Eloise Langford, first vicepresident Charlotte McDougal, second vice-president Polly Hohman, setretary;
Peggy Shoemaker, treasurer.

1

Card Party Held At Club House
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
held its annual luncheon and
cart party on March 1.
The individual tables were
decorated with small potted
planb which were _given as
prizes for the high at each
table.
Luncheon was served buffet
style and in the afternoon
punch was served from a
beautiful table covered with a
dark blue cloth and centered
with an arrangement of silk

roses.
Calista Clanton.
Bridge winners for the afWhile the tallies were being
ternoon were: Patsy Oakley, sorted, two games of bingo
Carolyn Bradshaw, Donna were played for door prizes.
Keller, Carol Boaz, Sophie
The first prize won by Gela
Sagrera, Nell Roach, Mary Ellis was a set of bamboo
Bell Overby, Joyce Thomas, trays donated by the Bamboo
Peggy Billington;—Juanita Garden. Other prizes given
Hatcher, Patsy Miller, Ada during the afternoon were
Roberts, Masa Read;Barbara donated by members of the
Gray,Judy Muehleman, Doris department.
Rose, Ruth Wilson, _Opal
Fulton and Karen Goetz.
TRADING STAMPS
Canasta winners were Trading stamp collectors
Josephine McLemore and are getting in the last licks,

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,MARCH 18, 1977

nosy-

ate)

DEAR ABBY: I've been married -to a professional man
for 20 years. (1'11 call hirn Jae.) We have a beautiful family,
and I always thought we had a good marriage. Now I find
out, quite by accident, that Joe has been having an affair
with his secretary for more than two- yekirs.'
I've had this girl in my home, and I really liked her: Joe
says that he doesn't "love" her —he loves ME —Nat that all
professional men "fool around." Then he went on to list all
his colleagues we're friendly with, saying they all have
girlfriends on the side.
Joe says it's all over between him and his secretary, but
she practically runs his office and he "needs" her, so he's
keeping her on.
Iles always told me what a super wife, mother and bed
partner. I was. Now he says I %%asn't really all that great,
but he 'didn't want to hurt my feelings or make me feel
insecure.
Meanwhile, I can't look his secretary in the face, and 1
don't want to be in the company of his colleagues and their
wives, knowing the men are cheating and their wives are
being deceived.
Is there an answer to this nightmare?
DISILLUSIONED AND HEARTBROKEN

Now you can jump-rope to
your "heart's -content," according to an article in the
current issue of Family
Circle, which maintains that
in terms of overall exercise
for the
cardiovascular
system, 15 minutes of jumproping is equal to -3 sets of
singles tennis, 27 holes of golf,
1 hour of ice-skating, 45
minutes of skiing, or half an
hour *of handball or hockey.

4/
FIVE GENERAT1ONS—Mrs. Amelia Erwin, seated, holds
her great great grandson, Jason Bruce Wilson, while her
great grandson, Randy Bruce Wilson, stands at the left.
Next to Randy is his mother, Mrs. Billy Bruce Wilson, and
next to Mrs. Wilson, is her mother and great grandmother of the new baby boy, Jason, Mrs. Ellis Ross
-Paschall,

G13eautiful
GDatemaker

DEAR ABBY: I am 24 and ani engaged to marry a man
who is 40. This will be my first and, I hope, my ONLY)
wedding.
I started to plan a big, formal church wedding with all
the trimmings—the kind ever % girl dreams about but
now I'm having second thought.
You see, my fiance is a divorced man with teenaged
children. He and his first wife were hastily married by a
judge, so this would be his first church wedding. too. He
agrees to go along with my decision.
-Abby, a few of my friends ha % t- expressed surprise that 1
would have a big flashy wedding even though my fiance is
40 and was previou-sly tilarried, and-his-first -family-lives-in—
this rather small town.
What do the etiquette books say? And how do you feel
about it?
SECOND THOUGHTS

‘44)

4

DEAR SECOND: The etiquette books say thakt since
this is YOUR first marriage. there Are no restrictions on
t
#.4-ociding you may have—providing your
.clergyman approves. I think, considering the circOnstances, a less "showy" wedding would be in better taste.

6.00
WI•fentostic 29 00 •oluo Yours for only
11-00-Tulth env Who. Ilesoberk Anton pun-kerne

• -
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Aiesx,(414.1e0t
PLAYTFX

CROSSYOUR HEART
The one...
The only...
The original & 100's

4tiQ

SALE
Right now. big savings on
Cross Your Heart'bra!

-

Save $1.00 on
Undercup Support Panel Br
—
Seamless Bra

TN

•

tri

Save $1.00
when you buy any 2'
CrOss•Your Heart Cotton Bras

a

)1

Save $1.50
when you buy any 2'

nr-tk

Soft Sider TriC-ot•Bras

-

Arl

)Oct

5.nd Inc

DEAR ABBY: I have a dear friend who is sweet, kind
reports the current issue of —and-intelligent-She is such a fine person and everyone
Family Circle, which .reveals likes her, and I would really like to help her.
She has one fault. Body odor. I don't know whether she
that while local supermarkets,
gas stations and redemption uses a deodorant; perhaps. it's caused by her taking so
many vitamins. In any case. the odor e4-,i1 permeates her
centers may have discon- -clothing.
tinued their stamp business,
I want so much to help her. Is there anythink 1 can do
many
old
books
are without losing her friend-hip?
redeemable for up to $2.50 in
A FRIEND IN FLORIDA
cash or gifts. To find out if
DEAR FRIEND: Tell her in a very gentle -and loving
yours are among them,send a
sample stamp,along with self- way: It would be a kindness;
addressed, stamped envelope,
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have.. Lovely Wedding,to Trading Stamp Institute of
send SI to Abigail Vairfluren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
America, 11 Broadway, New Calif. 90212. Please
enclose a long. self-addressed, stamped
York, N. Y. 10004.
(24e) envelope

What kind of day will with your native intelligence
tomorrow be? To find out what and astuteness. Just be sure to
the stars say, read the forecast keep erribtions under control.
given for your birth Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
int4
A good day for attaining one
,(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Give your imagination a bit of your cherished goals.
more rein now. You have all the Someone behind the scenes is
tools needed for success, so go working in your interests.
forward — confidently-hopeful CAPRICORN
of all outcomes.
(Dec. 22 to Jan.
1106
V
TAURUS
A fine day for teamwork.
t2
$
'
1
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Many useful ideas will result
Favorable Venus influences from an exchange of views with
give you many advantages, but acsnciates. Some good news
you must promote your own indicated in the p.m.
interests to keep the ball tolling,
of course.,Romance in high AQUARIUS
favor.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI •
A 'down-to-earth attitude
21)
(May 22 to June
needed. Don't let yourself be
Stellar influences stimulate drawn into a whirlwind of
your innate strength of purpose rumor and speculation — now
and willingness to plough rife in many quarters.
through rough terrain and up
steep -hills." Plan for better PISCES
tomorrows.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
CANCER
Don't let surface glitter
(June 22 to July 23)
beguile you. Search for faces-l'''
Mixed influences. All ac- before
accepting
any
tivities willrhave to be- well- propbSition — no. matter how
organized„._before you can rosy it sounds.
proceed effietelitly. Emphasize
composuri, good judgment,
,YOU BORN TODAY are
delicacy of approach.
endowed with a high order of
LEO
intellect and an extremely
tJaly 24 to Aug. 23)
outgoing personality — difThink constructively and ferent from most Pisceans, who
reckon with all possible con- are usually more introspective.
tingencies before taking on new You have the extreme senenterprises. In fact, day will
sitivity of the Piscean, however,
better for routine matters thani and are as quick to discern the
for unusual ventures.
needs of others. This coupling of
VIRGO
talents makes you a "natural"
(Aug.-24 to Sept. 23)
in the fields of politics,
Give consideration to ideas education, the law, sociology
and methods that "clicked" and the managership of large
before, and could again: Add a institutions. You also have the
bit of glamor to presentations. brilliant creativity bestowed by
your Sign and, properly
Be optimistic.
developed, could excel in the
LIBRA
fields of art, music or literature.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may not size up Oc- Science and fields involving
travel are also congenial outlets
cupational situations as accurately as usual. Better for your talents. And, governed
double-check! On the personal by Neptune, you- will be
side, romance and travel inevitably attracted to all things
maritime. Traits to curb:
favored.
moodiness and tendencies
SCORPIO
•
Mit
toward excessive gambling.
24 to Nov. 22)
Some ungovernable moments Birthdate of: Grover develand,
Indicated, but you can handle 22nd and 24th Pres., U.S.A.

eig0

By Abigail Van Buren
"1977 by C7110100
'
,
MU..

DEAR DIS: Your husband has behaved like a prize heel.
And don't disregard the possibility that he implicated
innocent colleagues to make his transgressions appear
more- commonplace.
All priafessioaal melt do not cheat on their wives. If he
"loves" you os he - says he does, he will get rid of his
secretary And with the reference he can give her, one of
his colleagues might be glad to hire her.

Winners at the Luncheon Card Party of the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were, left to right, Gela Ellis, bingo; Patsy Oakley, bridge; Calista Clanton,canasta; and Ada Roberts, bingo.

riiaik competition. The
Contestants, 14 through 18,
Final preparation for the
Miss Kentucky Internationale will be judged on scholastic public and press is invited.
The state winner will
Teea,^USA/Pageant are being achievement, personality,
made. This premiere pageant leadership, appearance and receive an all-expenses paid
will be held April 21t—eight p. poise, competing in personal trip to the Washington D. C.
m. at the Rodeway Inn, interviews, daytime and area to compete in the
evening dresses. There is no National Finals in August. She
Louisville.
will also receive a 9 day spring
Tour Scholarship to the
European capitals of LondonParis-Amsterdam.
Anyone interested in information about the Pageant I
may write the Central
Division, P. 0. Box 110933,
Nashville, Tn. 37211 or call
(615) 832-4731 or 333-1609 for
applications, according to
Mrs. Fredda Odom, State .
Director, National Chairman,
Scholarship -arat---Awarsta
'Program.-

SALE ENDSAPRIL 9 1977

Color:
Sea Lion-Bark
at only 29.00

RPROITS
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PAG
end opinionated articles on this paw. are presented for
t
it.- warp.. .1 pros admit.. forum (or the free exch.:awe of diner-mg
ci wium .1 oder, to Ow editor ip response to editorials and
i ,.nionated article.s ore encouraged
that in hunt
lie editors of this neuspuper strun0
,vio.alated articks to unit those which parrallel the editorial
.Iiisophs ol this tie...sport uoukl be it disservice to ow readers
r urge readers u-hu do nut agree a ith an editorial stand or
,• idea, presented tn an individual *triter in column, to respond
ththrit ii.t.itties tin the anti,ulair issue hemp discussed
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The Editor's
Notebook

Garrott's Galley

5 Calls To TittPresident
Reached Only A Sweet5024N
FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
All Kentuckians have shared an
uncommon experience in recent weeks
- that of being uncomfortably cold most
of the time. Some of us have shivered in
our own homes, but all of us have
suffered from the cruel cold and
unusual snow. which—this winter -has
biatight us. Indeed, records have been
broken and the sevetity of this winter
has caused unfortunate-- results

that we have more navigable streams
than any other state in the nation. I told
the movie producers we had more
natural beauty for their sets in Kentucky than anywhere else.
Yes, we have had a lot of problems in
-Kentucky this winter, but with our
Spirit we will tough It out with a
determination that will soon heal our
wounds

10 years Ago

— Homes have burn,d and freezing
temperatures have calls:.d loss of lives.
— Numerous accidents have caused
Miss Carolyn Butterworth, 18 year
injuries.
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
— We have been faced with Butterworth, is the "Miss Spring 1967"
epidemics of flu.
for the Ledger & Times, and is featured
— Thousands of Kentuckians have in the special "Miss Spring" section in
been put out of work.
the daily paper today.
— The severe cold has caused a
The Murray Church of the Nazarene
record consumption of fuel to heat our will be officially organized on March 19
homes, resulting in unusually high fuel at 2:30 p. m. at the Robertson School
bills which are hurting a pocketbook where services have been held since the
already strained by rising costs.
first Sunday in February.
— The costs of numerous items have
The Kappa Department of the
gone up because they are scarce.
Murray Woman's Club, Mrs. Kenneth
— Water lines have frozen and Adams, chairman, and Mrs. Robert N.
ruined property.
Scott, treasurer, has donated $200
— Cattle, horses and other animals toward the Arthritis Fund. This was
have either frozen or drowned, derived from the sale of candy by the
breaking through ice-covered water.
members.
— Automobiles have been wrecked.
John R. Vinson, Jr., Gracey, Thomas
— Substantial public damage to Banks, Murray, and William B. Taylor,
buildings, streets and roads has we.
.
I
organized Kentucky Fox Trotting
We have had problems we did not Horse Association.
expect and could have done without.
Dr. Frank Kodman, chairman of the
However, we certainly would not wish -Psychology Department of Murray
them'off antO'someone elk. It has been State University, spoke on "Leisure
something of a nightmare for us, but
Time — Conservative Time" at the
even then our circumstances have not
meeting of the Murray High School
been as tragic as in some other states.
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
We thought our 19 inches of snow was
America.
bad, but we can appreciate the plight of
our fellow Americans in Buffalo, N. Y.,
who had 1.44 inches. Even our friends in
Miami, Fla., were not prepared for the
"Fitts Block Company is undergoing
first recorded snow in their history.
redoing at the present. The
extensive
While we were experiencing this
up to install new block
hiked
is
roof
unusual winter here, our friends out
Everything will be
machinery.
West have missed their usual snows,
" from the column, "Seen
mechanical,
and that has caused them serious & Heard Around Murray" by James C.
problems. Just recently I waf in
Williams.
California, where the Governor INkl
Model homes made by students in the
usage.
water
curtail
to
people
asked the
Department, Murray High School,
•.Art
the
by 25 per cent. It has not snowed in
W. G. Nash, teacher, are on
WI,
mountains, and thus there is no snowto_ display at various stores inMurray.
watens4
melt and provide the vital
Prof. Arlie Scott, Murray State
plies for the valleys.
Agriculture Instructor, has
College
I was in California seeking new into assist in the Kentucky
asked
been
dustry for Kentucky as well as finding
and Sale to be held March
Show
Cattle
new markets for our many products.
the State Fairgrounds in
at
-23
and'
22
KenWith the water shortage there,
Louisville.
tucky with its vast supply of coal is
Hewlett Cooper has been named as
looking even better.
supervisor of health education for
area
The day I left California the temKentucky.
Western
perature was just over 100 degrees.
Bowden, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby
When I arrived in Kentucky, you know
of Murray,is studying for
Bowden
L.
R.
what? It was snowing hard. They told
degree in physics at
Master's
his
now
were
they
me in California that
Institute,
Polytechnic
Virginia
having their July hot weather. Well. I
Va.
Blacksburg,
we
weather
of
month
am not sure what
were having when I got home. While I
am now 45. I can never remember it
snowing so much as it has this winter.
My beloved mother-in-law tells me
about the time she rode the horse to
school across the field over the tops of
The Murray Ledger & Times is
fences on frozen snow.
published every afternoon except
As we said, a severe winter such as
Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day.
we have , been experiencing causes
New ear's Dab' and Thanksgiving
burned
With
substantial human misery.
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
homes, loss of life, traffic accidents,
4th St. Murray,Ky.. 42071.
people out of work, school missed,
Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray. Ky. 42071.
unheated homes, and all kinds of
SUBSCRIPTION HATES In
property destroyed, our people have
served by carriers, $2.50 per
areas
suffered greatly. However, with all our
payable InAdvance. By mail
month,
misery, we can look to the East and the
in Calloway County and to Benton.
apI
West and find even more. While
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky., and Paris. Buchanan
preciated the February sun in
and Puryear, Tenn.,$17.50 per year.
California, the snow in Kentucky looked
By mail to other destinations, $32.50
awfully good when I realized they were
per year.
can
We
drought.
record
a
for
preparing
Member of Associated Press, Kenput up with a lot, but one thing we
tucky Press Association and
cannot do without is precious water.
Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
One of the things I told those
prospective industries in California was

20 Years Ago

The 'NI urray
Ledger & Times
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By M.C.Garrott
Did you try to call President Carter
the other day?
I dick Five times, but with no luck.
My first call was dialed at 1:12 p.m.,
right after he was available for calls. A
sweet voice purred, "We are sorry but
your call didn't go through. This is a
temporary condition. We hope you will
try your call again later. This is a
recording. 5024N."
That's all I could accomplish for the
liuoir—reaching.5024ft.
rest-of-thr
There must be, more than one 5024Ns,
though, or she's got a lot of reasons up
her sleeve for calls not going through.
She gave me four different ones why I
couldn't reach the White House. I
almost say that number in my sleep —
900-242-1611.
+++
At 1:30 p.m., I tried again. This time
5024N's sweet voice told me, "We're
sorry, but all circuits are busy now.
This is a temporary condition. We hope
you will try your call again. This is a
recording. 5024N."
Seventeen minutes later, at 1:47 p.m.,
I tried for the third time. Again, I got
my friend, 5024N. "We're sorry.
Because of a temporary condition, your
call did not go through. Please hang up
and try again." I did. Two more times.
At 1:55 p.m., 5024N was still on the
job. This time she told me, as she had
done earlier, that all the circuits were
still busy. Keep trying, though, she
purred, the condition was only temporary. After trying for the fifth time at
2:36 p.m., I gave up. Sweet 5024N was
still there, between me and the
President.

I think President Carter came up
with-a masterful public relations stroke
talking-to-the-people
that
with
operation.
The icing on the cake was three days
later when he called the lady in San
Bernardino, Calif., to answer her
question about Social Security in:
creases.. He didn't know the answer
when she called that Saturday,so he got
it and called her back.
The people—the common people like
me—love that demonstration of
humility, and I admire the President's
recognition of and appreciation for this.
weinIthave to do that many times
before he'll become unbeatable.
That was what elected'Harry Truman
in 1948. His touch with the people
• elected him, and his ability to know,
understand and communicate with the
people made him great.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 17. the
76th day of 1977. There are 289 days left
in the year. This is St. Patrick's Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1776, British troops
evacuated Boston by ship during the
Revolutionary War. They had been
under American siege since the Battle
of Bunker Hill seven months earlier.
On this date:
In 1836, the Republic of Texas
adopted a constitution.
In 1926, Brazil and Spain blocked
Germany's admission to the League of
Nations.
In 1938, During the Spanish Civil War,
the Loyalist-held city of Barcelona was
bombed.
In 1966, A U.S. ihdget submarine
located. a hydrogen bomb—which had
fallen from an American bomber into
the Mediterranean off Spain.
Ia. 1970, charges were made against
22 American army officers and enlisted
men- in connection with- the killing of
civilians at My Lai in South Vietnam.

" Congratulations to the Murray High
Tigers on their convincing victory over
Covington Holmes in the first round of
the Kentucky Boys High School
Basketball Tournament last night.
The Tigaruirupty_tookDoer thegains
in the second quarter of the contest,
combining a pressure defense with an
all-out attack on the offensive boards,
to compile a 100-93 victory.
The Tigers will meet Valley High
School in the quarter-finals Friday
afternoon. Let's go to Louisville and
give them our added support.
0+0
Lorain, Ohio, businessman Wilbur
Ptak has hatched an idea for a new fad
gift — the "Nest Egg," a plastic egg
filled with up to $5,000.
He calls it ideal for anyone interested
in money, credit, financial power or
just plain hoarding.
But the money egg is practically
worthless — its contents will be old
shredded bills from the Federal
Reserve Bank.
0+0
The National Taxpayers Union notes
the
Services
that
General
Adintristratitsr---hier —sperir—EIVErmillion to buy 115 electronic flagpoles,
reports a West Coast newspaper.
Each aluminum pole costs $10,000
and has a storage compartment for the
flag plus a photosensitive cell activated
by sunlight. When the sun rises, the flag
is raised and at dusk it is lowered and
replaced in the compartment.
Unfortunately, not all of them work
that way, according to Rep. William
Walsh, R-N.Y. He says one flagpole in
New Hampshire had some problems:
"The flag compartment froze every
time there was an ice storm and when
the flag was flying, the photosensitive

Bible Thought
Fight the good fight of faith, lay
hold on eternal life, whereunto thou
art called. I Timothy 6:12.

4

We are Christ's soldiers in the.
world Our reward 15 sure through
faith,

cell lowered it every time the sun went
behind a cloud."
We wonder why the government
spent $1 million on electronic gadgetry
to replace what is probably the most
time-hunored_natriotic traditiunin our
country — the raising of the American
Flag.
0+0
"Bag It" is the theme of a special
cleanup day set at TVA's Land Between
The Lakes,Saturday, March 26.
Designed to climax National Wildlife
Week, March 20-26, this special activity
will center around cleaning up litter in
the 170,000-acre public outdoor
recreation area.
Assistance is expected from Scout
groups, civic clubs, sportsmen's
school
and
church
groups,
organizations, and citizens concerned
with keeping the public outdoor area
clean.
Groups are encouraged to participate
in the program which will begin with
check-in 8 a.m. until noon on Saturday.
Checkpoints will be located at the
North, Central, and South Information
Stations.
Groups interested in participating
are encouraged to preregister by
contacting Land Between The Lakes at
502-924-5602. Groups may concentrate
their efforts on sites of their own
selection or areas can be assigned.
Each _participant will receive a
certificate of achievement and Land
Between The Lakes, as a token of appreciation, will throw a Buffalo Feed.
Each participant will receive a free
buffalo dinner! Dinner will be served
from 3-5 p.m. at the Fenton Airstrip just
off U.S. Highway 68. Participants must
sign in by noon, obtain a ticket, turn in
their garbage, and get their ticket
validated before 3 p.m.
For additional information on this
special activity, write or call Land
Between The Lakes, "Sault," TVA,
Golden Pond,KY 42231.
In the event of bad weather participants shoild call 502-924-5602 for
instructions.
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By F.11. Blasulgame. M
organizations, growing that such expensive incommunity
local
a working
Q: Mrs V S
vestments as schools should be
ar becoming Increasingly
her
sorts,
shares
two
with
mother
used for more hours per year.
of the need of projects
aware
be
should
more
concern that
that can help
At the same time, school
programs
and
prochildren
done to develop
after-school
are being financially
during
systems
children
grams to help her and other hours.
take care of their
to
praised
mothers who hold outside jobs
arThe additional
satisfactory
know,
programs.
you
usual
As
"The cost of hying, which is rangements often are worked
after children of
look
to
program
rising." she says, "mounting out with relatives, neighbors and
working parents could be- sepataxes and inflation have forced friends on a free or fee basis to
rately financed and used as a
me to leave home and work to help Care for children until their
source of more income for the
add to my husband's income
parents are available. Some has' schools.
What has happened to me is hands and wives occasionally
It is time to increase our comsimilar to the fate of several of are able to arrange their work
munity concern about the
worry
we
and
our neiebors„.
children of working parents.
schedules SO that one parent is
about the effect our being away usually available at home.
Much can be done for them, at
our
from home will have on
systems in certain comSchocil
cost, if we use the availaModest
children. I wish our schools and
are testing programs to
musting in most of
munities
resources
ble
churches would be more meet the neels of students whoa. our communities Some senior
• helpful"
'parents work Parents like you
citizens would find great
A: You have written about an are resulting in school systems' satisfaction in frequent contact'
important widespread problem. , use of their facilities for longer
with such children.
Fortunately, the federal and
hours, ,six days a week and
as
well
as
oats' governments,
Debunking Organic Gararound the year. The feeling is
•••

Biasing/me
dening
Q: Mr. P.M. wants to know if
vegetables grown on soil
enriched by manure and other
natural substanceS are more
complete and adequate foods
than those that are raised on sod
to which has been added commercial manmade fertilizer.
A: Plants absorb the ingredients that are needed for
growth and development. A
bean is a bean regardless of fertilizer. If the needed ingredients
are not present, the bean will not
grow. If the amount of the
needed suhstanm are limited,
fewer beans will grow.
Ncl scientific evidence exists to
• show that foods ,raised with socalled natural cir organic fertilizers are nutritionally superior.
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By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editgr

The sophisticated press has been
taking potshots at President Carter
virtually from his inauguration because
of the openess of his religious beliefs,
,and now they're on his back about his
desire to keep in touch with the people.
Frankly, we've needed both in our
Presidents for a long time. It is
refreshing to ,see these characteristics
in the one weinow have—and so openly
demonstrated. Let's just hope it is for
real.
What would I have asked the
President had I reached him?
Nothing really.
I merely thought it would have been
interesting to talk personally with the
President of the United States. I
probably would have been speechless
had I heard him come on the phone
with "Hello, M. C. How are you?"
But I didn't get that opportunity. The
only one I could reach was sweettalking 5024N.
Had I reached the President, I had
thought I would tell him I felt he was off
to a good start as our president and that
he was doing a good job.- People like to
hear that, and I think he would have,
too.
I think I also would have told him that
I was beginning to feel pretty good
about things again with him in the
White House, and then I was going to
'I '
I
remind him of
quoted as saying that he intended to get
out into the hinderlands from time to
time, to spend some time in the small
towns and keep in touch with the
common herd.
I was going to tell him that West
Kentucky has been a Democratic
stronghold for so long the major candidates just take the folks for granted
down here, and we felt it was high time
for our President to come to see us.
Who knows? He just might have
agreed to come. With Stewart Stadium,
we've got a place where he could speak
to just about everybody in West Kentucky at one time, ,and he could see
first-hand the beauties of the Land
Between the Lakes.
I think he would enjoy doing both.
That's what I was going to tell him.
But I couldn't get by my friend,
5024N. I couldn't even get her to give
my message to the President. She'd
hang up every time before I could ask
here.
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Conditions Again Ripe For Fires
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Despite a comparative lull in
forest fires after last week's
outbreak, conditions are again
ripe for trouble and officials
are taking no chances with the
fires that do occur.

Rather than risk losing
control of one fast-growing
blaze in southeastern Kentucky, the U.S. Forest Service
called in its Knoxville-based
converted B-17 bomber
Wednesday to drop fire-

THE nEws
M BRIEF
other amendments more than
a dozen times to questions.

WASHINGTON

"It's amazing what that
plane can do to a fire," he
said.
Dixon said the plane is
called for two or three Urns* a
week when fire danger is high
in the Daniel Boone Forest.
He said the danger was
rated high Wednesday in the
giant eastern Kentucky
woodland and would increase
to very high today.

retardant chemicals.
"Once a fire gets going up
those slopes there's no stopping it. We'd rather not take
the chance," said Bill Dixon,
who is supervising fire control
in the Daniel Boone National
Forest.
The fire on Wolf Mountain,
near the Tennessee-Kentucky
border south of Williamsburg,
Ky., covered about two acres
when first sighted from a
forest service spotter plane.
It had raged over at least 35
acres before the plane arrived
to help ground crews put out
the flames,Dixon said.
The plane can carry -3,b00
gallons of /ire retardant and
can drop 500 gallons at a time.
Dixon said two or three passes
authca most
are enough-toblazes.

The Wolf Mountain fire was
Wednesday's worst in the
national forest, and fires
remained few across the date
compared with the number
list week.
"I've got my fingers
crossed," said John Rhody,
associate director of the state
of Forestry.-''We're
doing pretty good."

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
WASHINGTON (API— The
reputed underworld chief's
refusal- to say whether he two members of Congress
knew in advance that with the greatest say about the
President John F. Kennedy nation's tax laws seem headed
would be assassinated may toward a showdown over how
launch ii 11-647 Oofigiesaiong —best- -Ur- =help AiiiCi it it
investigation into the long- businesses fight unemdebated
Cuban-Mafia ployment. Neither Sen.
connection with the murder. Russell B. Long, chairman of
But the House Assassinations the Senate Finance ComCommittee's grilling of Santo mittee, nor Rep. Al Ullman,
Trafficante on Wednesday who heads the House Ways
shed no light on how much and Means Committee, has
DETROIT (AP) — U.S.
evidence the panel has to embraced the White House weekly auto production was
That
means
support that connection. The proposal.
expected to soar to its highest
62-year-old former Cuban Pesident Carter apparently levels of 1977 this week with an
gambling czar pleaded his has little hope of winning with estimated 210,442 cars slated
rights under the Fifth and his plan.
to roll off assembly lines.

Auto Production Up
planned output would mark
the fifth time in six weeks that
carmakers posted a new
weekly high for 1977.
Industry output was aided
by the reopening of American
Motors' Kenosha, Wis., plant,
which was down last week for
inventory adjustment.
The only plant idle this week
is Chrysler's St. Louis facility,
which is closed until March 28
for model changeover.

INTERNATIONAL

Bowling
Standings
Thursday Couples
Bowling League
L
W
Teem
33
67
Corvette Lanes
65% 34%1)Stars
&mei*
39
61
-39
61
Tin Lizzie*
M% 43%
Bowlers
50% 49%
Rib Shack
50
50
Bonbon
46% 53%
Gene's Body Shop
54
46
Untouchables
66
34
Lucky Strikers
33 67
Dyn-0-14ites
n 71
Head Pins
High Team Game I SC)
699
Corvette Lutes
685
D-H
683
Tin Links
High Team Game(HC)
797
Bowlers.
793
Tin Lizties
719
Corvette Lanes
High Team Series(SC)
1991
Corvette Lanes
1970
Tin Liszies
1930
Bowlers
High Team Series(HC)
2314
Bowlers
23(5
Super Stars
nos
Tin Landes
High Ind. Game(SC)
Men
246
Dan Jones
220
Donnie Underhill
212
Toby Aller
Women
197
Debbie catemin
194
Pat Scott
< 177
'Rita Roberts
High Ind. Game MC)
Men'
255
Dan Janes
248
Donnie Underhill
230
Toby Alter
Women
235
Debbie Coleman
218
Pat Scott
............... 214
Mildre.d Hodge
High bid. Series(SC)
Men
604
Denim..
579
Virgil Setser
554
Toby Alter
Women
499
Mildred Hodge
418
Debbie Coleman
418
Pat Scott
High Ind.Series(HC)
Men
632
Donnie Underhill
631
Dan Jones
621
Virgil Setser
621
David Blivin
Women
Hodge592
Mildred
588
Terry Unde
573
Debbie Coleman
High Averages
Men
187
Dan Jones
184
Carl Ellis
180
Virgil Setser
180
Lyman Dixon
176
Jerry Bolls
Women
167
Wanda Brown
165
Pat Scott
iss
Smith
Lois
159
Debbie Coleman
156
Mildred Hodge

The previous high for the
year was 205,311 cars built two
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — weeks ago.
Followers of Kamal Jumblatt
The trade publication
paralyzed the Moslem half of
News said
Beirut today with a general Automotive
Wednesday
that
the latest
strike
mourning
the
assassinated leader of the
leftist forces in the Lebanese
civil war. A leftist spokesman
said the strike was aimed at
preventing "disorders or
friction that could rekindle the
civil war" between right-wing
Christians and the alliance of
leftists
and
Moslem
Palestinian guerrillas.

However, he added, "it is
dry and It is windy, and when
you have that, you have
trouble."
Rhody said a few thunderstorms Tuesday night in
eastern Kentucky failed to
substantially reduce the
danger of fire. "Too little and
too scattered," he said.
Last week, firefighters
battled almost 600 fires, ineluding more than 160 both
last Wednesday and last
Thursday.
Weekend rains quelled the
outbreak, but Rhody said fires
are increasing —though not as
fast—again this week.
There were 43 fires Monday
and on Tuesday about 500
people battled 91 blazes that
covered about- -1,600 aeres,'.
Rhody said.
"So we are having a
buildup. We are still in fire
season and we still have
fires," he said.
Rhody said the fire danger
will continue, whenever the
weather is dry, through midMay, "and people will just
have to watch out."
Most of the forest fires are
the result of trash or field fires
that get out of control, he said.
A state burning law in effect
through March 15 forbids open
fires within 150 feet of any
woodland except between 4:30
p.m. and midnight, when
winds usually die down and
humidity increases.

'Fifth Amendment' Plea May
Launch New Assassination Probe
WASHINGTON (AP) — A exile named Jose Aleman sail
reputed underworld chief's Trafficante told him in Seprefusal to say whether he tember 1962 that Kennedy
knew in advance that would be killed.
President John F. Kennedy
Trafficante, of Miami, was
would be assasainated may one of three underworld
launch a new congressional figures involved with the CIA
Investigation into the long- in an abortive attempt to slay
debated
Cuban-Mafia Cuba Premier Fidel Castro in
connection with the murder.
1960, according to the old
But
the
House Senate Intelligence ComAssassinations Committee's mittee.
grilling of Santo Trafficante
That
committee
inon Wednesday shed no light on vestigated the; Cuban-Mafia
how much evidence the panel angle two years ago as part of
has to support that connection. its probe of CIA abuses. The
In a session reminiscent of committee concluded Castro
the late Sen. Estes Kefauver's was unlikely to have had a
racketeer hearings in the hand in Kennedy's slaying
1950s,'Trafficante refused'to despite Castro's knowledge or
answer any questions, even underworld plots against him.
In Crile's article, Aleman,
after he was threatened with
an FBI informer at the time,
contempt of Congress.
The 62-year-old former was quoted as saying that
Cuban gambling czar pleaded Trafficante charged John and
his rights under the Fifth and Robert Kennedy, the attorney
other amendments more than general, took graft and did not
keep a bargain.
a dozen times.
"Have you seen how his
The two key questions put to
Trafficante — whether he brother is hitting (Teamster
knew in advance that Kennedy President Jimmy) Hoffa, a
was to be killed and whether man who is a worker, who is
he knew Jack Ruby, the man not a millionare, a friend of
who killed Lee Harvey Oswald the blue collars?" Aleman
— were raised by journalist- quoted Trafficante.
author George Crile III in a doesn't know that this kind of
Washington Post article last encounter is very delicate.
Mark my words, this man
year.
Crile, a Harper's Magazine Kennedy is in trouble and he
editor, reported that a Cuban will get what is coming to

him."
Crile reported that when
Aleman argued Kennedy
would be re-elected in .1964,
Trafficante replied, "No,
Jose, he is going to be hit."
Crile also quoted a British
journalist, John Wilson, as
saying that he was in a
Havana prison with Trafficante in 1959 and that Jack
Ruby visited Trafficante
there.
Crile quoted Aleman as
saying he reported the conversation to the FBI but
agents took no notice of it until
was
Kennedy
after
assassinated on Nov. 2'2, 1963,
- -them
TWO
questioned Aleman at length.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
March 17, 1977
Kentucky Purtliase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 414 F.st. 500 Barrows &
Giks steady Sows steady - 1.00 lower
with most decline on wts over 500
US 1-2 200230 Ito
. 93739-3790
$37.00-37.25
US 14 190.240 lbs
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
*3639-375)
$35 25-36 25
US 3-4 360-20D lbs.
Sows
US.1-2270450 Ms
$31 00-32.00
US 1-3 300450 lbs
$32 00-33.00
US 1-3450.650 Rio
*33.50-3350
US 2-3 300-500 Ibis
*3000-3100
Boars 19 00-20 50

MARCH ON
With Money Saving kems

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
— The White House has
barred photographers and
reporters from a United
reception
for
Nations
President . Carter tonight,
apparently to prevent him
with
a
being
caught
of
the
representative
Liberation
Palestine
Organization. Carter is
already under fire from
Jewish organizations because
the PLO's observer to the
United Nationsr-Hasan-Abdel
Rahman, has been invited to
the reception SecretaryGeneral Kurt Waldehim is
giving after a speech by the
President in the General
Assembly hall at U.N.
headquarters.

Don't let these
MONEY SAVING VALUES
escape in the wind!
KIVIK-PIK is flying high over
its super MARCH Specials.
Our specially priced March values
_are hard to beat. And that's a great
reason to shop at KIVIK-PIK
Great VIONEY SAVIN'G VALUES
arid convenient friendly serrice.
.4 super combination only at
KITPIK-PIK MARKET

AP

KINSHASA, Zaire (API —
that
invaded
Forces
southeastern Zaire from
Angola last week are advancing eastward from the
three towns they occupied
when they crossed the border,
a U.S. Embassy spokesman
said. He said 26 wives and
children of American construction workers were
evacuated from Kolwezi, east
of the invasion forces.
American missionaries still in
the invaded area were
-unharmed and well at last
report, the embassy said.
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Try Stewart Sandwiches
Ready in minutes
and simply delicious
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Torpedo

Ham & Cheem.

Chili Dog
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Tigers Blast Covington 100-93
Murray Press Devastates Holmes
In First Round Of State Tourney
By MIKE BRANDON
clip while Murray hit 21 of 43 much as 11 points before rebounds, added 22. Perry,
Holmes closed to within seven, who had 11 rebounds, scored
Editor
Ledger & Times Sports
for a .488 mark.
The
—
LOUISVILLE
"That's something isn't it?" 74-67, going into the last 20 while McHugh hit for 17 and
Richardson 14.
Colonels returned to Freedom Flynn asked. "There's no quarter.
Murray outrebounded
Hall Wednesday night.
question the first region was :Murray stretched its lead to
Now, for those of you who underestimated," Flynn 13 early in the fourth period Holmes 44-31.
"Their size fools you. They
before Holmes battled back
think the Kentucky Colonels added.
and closed it to five at 84-79 jump bigger than what they
no longer exist, then just ask
If there was any question,
Reynolds Flynn, coach of Murray eliminated it in the with 3:41 left in the game. But are," Flynn said. "They were
Sims hit for three points and very well disciplined and
Covington Holmes High
second half as they picked up the Tigers began another executed well. They just beat
School.
from where they left off; spurt,
again pushing the lead the heck out of us on the
"I didn't think there was a
running and running and wow out to as much as 13.
boards," he added.
team in Kentucky that could and wow.
For Holmes, which closes its
With 19 seconds left, Sims
score 36 points off of us in one
Sims turned into a tornado, hit two from the free-throw season with a n and 7 record,
quarts" Flynn said, almost
in a daze after watching his twisting, spiraling and firing line to give Murray a 100-89 second team all-stater Doug
Holmes club being devastated passes inside to Hudspeth and lead. Holmes scored the final Schloemer led the scoring
100-93 by Murray High—that Perry. And while they were four points of the gape to with 26 points. A 6-4 junior,
little school somewhere down doing that McHugh showed make the margin seem a bit Schloemer hit on 11 of 18 field
why he is regarded as one of closer than the game actually goal attempts and had 11
in Western Kentucky.
rebounds as did 6-4 senior
For Murray High, it was the top defensive players in Was.
Sims finished with 23 points center Roy Meyer who added
just another win. At least the first region.
Murray's lead soared to as while ,Hudspeth, who had 14 24 points.
that's the way they played in
"I think people definitely
their second trip ever to
underestimated our region,"
history rich Freedom Hall,
Miller said. "There just hasn't
Pressure? Murray knew
been one powerhouse this year
what pressure was all right.
in our region and because of
They knew the pressure that
the balance I think people
domes from playing defense,
have overlooked us."
a
pressure
of
kind
the
not
"As I've said all year, we
team feels when playing in the
have a seven-man starting
state tournament.
five, and we've certainly
Murray's zone-press tore up
proved that tonight. We looked
Holmes like Muhammed Ali
there init_we__clon't
smalLout.
a
in
Knotts
would tear upDori
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — For Lindsey Hudspeth,- it
play as small as we looked.
boxing match. Early in the' was a chance to show 10,500 witnesses that he was more
"I felt we let down a little
game, Tiger coach Cary
than just a football star.
toward the end and I wasn't
Mille9 used his full court manpoured
Hudspeth
screamed,
crowd
Hall
As the Freedom
happy with the fact they had.
to-map press before switching
ill 22 points Wednesday night as Murray upset 10th-ranked
93y _points either. We didn't
'S
to the zone.
Covington Holmes 100-93 in a first round game of the60th
for a
come up her
"They broke it a few times
Kentucky High School Basketball Tournament.
can*
play
to
vacation...we
it
of
off
baskets
and got easy
"I used to be better at basketball than football," said
ball," added Miller, whose
but we felt if we just stayed in
now
"But
senior.
-pound
Hudspeth, a muscular 6-foot, 185
Tigers will carry a 22-3 record
some sort of press, we could
it seems like football is my best game."
into their 1:30 p.m. CST
get them to turn it over,"
beto
audience
Wednesday's
for
be
might
it
as
As hard
Friday quarter-final game
Miller said, amidst a Mob of
'lieve, Hudspeth is probably right.
against Louisville Valley.
sportswriters.
Hudspeth was the sparkplug running back for a Murray
"Our goal this year has been
Holmes turned it over about
barely
and
Items that won nine of 10 games last season
if anyone is going to beat
this;
Roy
in
Holmes'
Meyer
Covington
around
and
up
two
pancakes.
tike a chef flipping
UP AND AROUND—Raymond Sims, the ramrod of the Tiger offense, putt
missed a playoff berth.
us, they're going to have to
the
by
intimidated
were
They
season
last
rushing
yards
1,000
Hudspeth rolled up over
last night's action.
outplay us," Miller said,
smaller ,Tigers on the boards
and was a.second team selection on The Associated Press
The way Murray likked
and all cipier the floor for that
.
scholarfootball
a
him
earned
exploits
His
team.
All-State
it may be hard for
Wednesday,
matter as they had 26 turship at Murray State, after several interested schools
the Tigers. And
beat
to
anyone
novers in the game.
decided he might be too small to play major college foottoday in Louisville, the
"I felt the success of our
ball
basketball fans are convinced
to control
press and
But football wasn't on Hudspeth's mind Wednesday
the Colonels are back in town.
the boards were the main
Holmes.
Covington
play
to
prepared
Murray
night as
• MUM
factors in the game," Miller
fg-fga ft-fta rbpltp
"I just wanted to come up here and win," said Hud34 1 5 0
54
Row
said.
speth."I think we can win the whole thing.
11-18
4-7 11 2 28
Schl
other
some
were
There
added.
he
11-18
2-3 11 3 24
Meyer
"We came up here with a lot of confidence,"
Fourth-ranked Ashland held 62 in first round action at the games, Lexington Catholic to move into the corner and
0
0.1
94.3.1
Humphrey
They
were
factors.
main
"I think people underestimated us."
off determined Laurel Cbunty Kentucky Boy's High-School 'play's Union County, six1h- start putting them up. He did,
1-3 2 4 7
34
Moebes
Andrea
Raymond
Sims,
called
play
to
small
too
1
0-0
considered
4
2-3
3
was
Riley
who
Surely Hudspeth,
58-52, second-rated Shetby Basketball Tournament ranked Owensboro meets and he hit a couple."
0-0 0 4 4
2-2
Avery
-They wore us down," said Perry, Bill McHugh, Richie
football, was too small to play basketball. But Hudspeth
M.C. Napier, Bath County
County blitzed Virgie 68-49 and Wednesday.
2-2 0 0 2
0-0
Green
2-2 1 0 2
0-1
Froelieken
proved the experts wrong.
In today!s first round takes on Glasgow and top- Virgie's Eugene Lyons. -They Richardson and Lindsey
Valley clubbed Bell County 75Wimiz.ie
0 4 7
1-3
3-3
Hudspeth.
Tune and again, Hudspeth worked free near the basket
rated Ballard meets Taylor pressed the whole game, and
'V
121
4
2-2
Walton
"Sims did a super job in
Totals
3940 15-27 31 X 93
we were beaten on the boards
County.
and launched a feather-soft jump shot into the nets. When
mow
139-26, Shelby County has a running their club," Flynn
the statistics were tallied, Hudspeth had connected on
fg-fga ft-Its' rb pf tp
Defense was the key for lot of good
said, "he should be an all4-5 14 2 72
9-16
Hudspeth
field goal attempts and had also collected a
jumpers."
16
of
nine
Ashland, 29-1, which was
0-0 1 5 2
1-4
Harcourt
stater and he's definitely in
rebounds — even though all five Convington
14
of
Newsome,
one
game-high
Robert
Gdbam
04
2-4 1 2 2
extended by lightly regarded
Sims
8-111 7-10 2 1 23
Holmes starters were taller.
five Newsomes on the Virgie the running for the allLaurel County.
.....
5-7
3 17
6-12
McHugh
All of which triggers Hudspeth's hopes that this tournathe losers with 17 tournament team. And they
Perry
2-7 11 4 20
9-18
"The key to the game was roster, led
bench.
a
certainly
have
said,
2-4 10-10 3 3 14
Richardson
ment won't be his basketball swan song; instead, he
our defense in the second and points.
Totals
35-72 3043 44 20 100
"I felt the Perry kid just
"I wish I could keep playing basketball. I'd like to maybe
Holmes
23 21 23 25-93
Ashland
said
Carl
solid
quarter,"
Decker,
taking
third
dominated the game when he
Murray
18 36 20 26-100
play both in college."
Coach Paul Patterson. In passes from guards Steve came in in the second quarter
Attendance. 10.500
those middle periods, his Page and Mark Dowden, and the Richardson kid killed
Tomcats outscored pesky poured in 27 points as Valley us at the free-throw line,"
bopped Bell County.
Laurel County 30-19.
Flynn added.
Center Jeff Kovach scored
Decker scored eight points
Richardson, indeed, did kill
nine of his 16 points during in the first period as Valley Holmes. He hit 10 of 10 from
that stretch, while Greg Swift surged to a 23-18 advantage the line while on the night,
Pitched in half of his 12 points. and the Vikings were off to the Murray hit 30 of 43.
"I tell you I expect a tough races. Page scored all 13 of his
It was the free-throw
game from everyone," said points Tp1i the first half, shooting that boosted the
on a set of 4
Patterson. "We knew we'd including eight in the second Tigers into the lead in the
have a tough time playing the period as the lead blossomed second period.'Murray led by
loan for
Monthly
first game of the tour- 4443-29 at the half.
Month.
Total Of
Amount
as much as three, then fell Actually, that's just a mid
APR•
'Payments
Financed Payment To Pay
nament
Magnificent in defeat was behind by as much as seven us these days. We make some tr less.
Laurel County Coach
a lot for a lot more.
$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%Mike Fe_rguson. who scored 18 before the first period ended And
Raymond Reed wasn't very
So we're not a "small-loan" company,
155-12 Tub•lesi Blockwalln
his 25 points after in- with Holmes on top 23-18.
of
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
.1 pleased with his team's
Trailing 25-29 early in the but a large loan center. And a good one.
termission in a vain attempt to
performance,, but he thought
hit
Tigers
the
quarter,
second
stem the tide.
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 4464.60 12.74%
Homeowner oans.too.
officiating and a college—Lyear, we've gone with eight consecutive free throws,
All
—
large
really
after
1i
you're
2
When
II
3
$
each
length floor were also factors.
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,161.60 12.68%
trap and four by Bill McHugh, to
zone
half-court
the
a
is
amounts, the equity in your home
tS'.34 Ced. EX, Tax
"We didn't play a real good't
Annual Percentage Rate
Nman press," said Valley vault to a 28-25 lead.
KY•
valuable asset You can use that equity
game," he said. "Fdon't think
the
in
left
minutes
four
With
worked
It
Collie.'
Coach Glenn
And
us.
from
loans
sizable
very
back
to
it mattered who we played.
t all year for us. and it worked first half, Murray was still on that's nice to know.
Whether it was Ashland or
top by three at 36-33. Then
tonight.
Next time you want money: whatever
anybody, we wouldn't have
plus 55.36 Fad. Ex. Tax
came an explosion that hasn't the reason, think of us. If you're more com"Decker is a good inside
today."
game
our
with
won
been seen since the likes of the fortable feeling you can depend on us for
In Bel-Air Centec-k Murray
Wage $35.25 ea. in Oaf
r ra 01
Oil mo,, row, aa,a
Center Bo Justice led Laurel man. He seemed to be at his Hindenburg.
977 Spring Big Book
Phone 753-5573
Because
mind.
don't
really
we
loans,
small
County with 13 points and nine best tonight," he added.
Wilder Mgr
Ross
Richardson
Richie
With
can.
you.
at
car
prices
your
sale
Call Sears today tot Radiah to lit
rebounds, but he was "Page is a good ball handler. playing the best ball of his
But remember, we mostly think big.
everybody
together,
pulls
He
outmanned. by the 6-foot-;
career and Lindsey Hudspeth
Of 41/E/
C2
Kovach, who collected 17 he's done it all year. He and playing like a dog in a butcher
W4,1 Wye got your Joan
well
work
together."
Dowden
rebounds as the Tomcats
W' Up to tr25011
shop, the Tigers went on a
posted a convincing 39-22
rampage and had everyone in
board margin.
Freedom Hall buzzing.
Skier Hospitalized
Shelby County used its
Richardson hit two free
speed and Norris Beckley's 19
Reduced from ow 1977 SDc??,9 13'g Book
throws, Hudspeth stole the
Calif.
API
SACRAMENTO,
points and 18 rebounds in
ball off the press and hit a
rolling past Virgie. Virgie, 29- — There was no change early short jumper, Richardson
2, was within.34-30 early in the today in the condition of ski crashed the offensive boards
42
second half when Beckley racer Sheila McKinney.
for a putback and McHugh
scored seven straight points to
Miss McKinney, 18. hit some stole the ball and scored on a
boost the Rockets into a 41-32 hay bales Saturday while break. And-ibefore anyone
lead.
practicing for the World Cup really knew _*hat had hap98
Charles Hurt, who added 16 downhill race at Heavenly pened Murray led 50-40.
wilk
points, took over after that by Valley. Nev.
aft on
At halftime, the Tigers led
banging in three baskets late
54-44 as Hudspeth had 14
flown
was
She
to
the
Was $32.99
in the period to give the
Sacramt nto Medical Center fp points and 10 rebounds while
(all Sears today tor a battery
Rockets an unbeatable 51-35
critical condition and was Richardson, who came off the
cal'.6
your
to
edge at the break. The last two
taken off the critical list bench late in the first quarter
came off flashy passes from
when Brett Harcourt got his
Monday.
guard,Mike Williams.
third foul, added ten in the
• Dalluary lustallahau
• Incas ate falai'. Prim
The hospital said she has first half.
"Norris should shoot 20 or 25
times a game, but he's not that been unconscious and in
The most unbelievable thing
kind of player," said Shelby serious condition in the about the first half? Covingto
753-2310fourelisido
County Coach Tom Creamer. neurological intensive care Holmesshot 18 of 25 from th
"I told him in the second half center since that time.
field for an unorthodox .720

by I
tion

Hudspeth Shows Fans
He's More Than Just
A Star On Gridiron

Ashland,Shelby County And
Valley All Advance Wednesday

ave
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Sears,

Maybe you cloth
make a$3,000loan every day,
but we do,
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NCAA East

North Carolina And Kentucky
Favored To Win In Semifinals
COLLEGE PARK, Md.
(AP) - North Carolina and
Kentucky were favored to win
semifidal games of the NCAA
East Regionals tonight despite
injuries which have hampered
or sidelined their tallest
players.
North
Fifth-ranked
Carolina, with 6-foot-10 center
Tommy LaGarde benched by
a knee injury requiring
surgery, was given_ a fourpoint edge over Notre Dame's
10th ranked Fighting Irish in
the feature game of the St.
Patrick's day doubleheader.
In the opener, third-ranked
Kentucky was rated a solid 14point choice over 20th ranked
VMI, even though 6-10 Mike
Phillips has a severely
sprained right wrist and 6-10
Rick Robey is recovering
from a heel bruise.
Tonight's winners will play
TOO LATE- Holmes' Roy Meyer is too late to block this shot
by Murray High Center Frank Gilliam in state tournament action last night.

Saturday afternoon for the
the
in
championship
University of Maryland's Cole
Field House, which is expected to be packed to its
14,500 capacity for both
programs.
North Carolina's Tar Heels
have won the East title four
times in five tries under Coach
Dean Smith, who is counting
on "Yonwolfsin" to take up
the slack in the absence of LaGarde, the team's best
rebounder who averaged 15
points a game.
the
"Yonwolfsin"
is
contraction used by North
Carolina followers for the
three freshmen Smith has
been-alternating in LaGarde's
spot-Rich Yonakor, Jeff Wolf
and Steve Krafcisin. Wolf is 610,and the othersare &a.
North Carolina was given a
boost, however, by the return
of 6-6 Walter Davis, another

15-point scorer who has had
three screws inserted into the
forefinger of his right hand
which was fractured in the
Atlantic Coast Conference
playoffs.
During a practice session at
home
Tuesday,
North
Carolina sparkplug Phil Ford
jammed the little finger on his
left hand and John Kuester,
Ins ruiving mate at guard,
turned his ankle. "At that-point," Smith said
Thursday as the Tar Heels
worked out, "I was ready to
call in sick. But they should be
in good shape for Notre
Dame."
Coach Digger Phelps of
Notre Dame said he thought
the game would be a matchup
of his team's balanced scoring
and_ rebounciing_against-the
consistent play of North
Carolina and its hustling
defense.

The Irish have six players
who have scored 200 or more
points, headed by guard Duck
Williams, 6-9 Toby Knight and
6-9 Dave Batton, and lead the
nation in rebound differential.
Phillips
ran
during
Kentucky's workout Thursday
and tried without much
s_access to shoot left-handed
while his right wrist was
encased in a plastic cast.
Robey
, ran without apparent
pain.
"There's no doubt both will
play," said Coach Joe Hall of
Kentucky, "but I don't know if
Phillips will start. There's no
question that we'll need both
of them."
Hall said it was a mistake
not to respect VMI, a team
which has risen from the
ashes of-a-1-25 ca.oid just five
years ago and is playing in
NCAA tournament play for the
second consecutive season.

NCAA Mideast

Eyes Turn To Lexington As
Detroit To Take On Michigan

TWO MORE FREE THROWS-Rkhie Richardson (30) is about
to get two more of his 10 free throws in last night's state tournament game. Richardson was 10 for 10 from the line in a fine
performance in the Tigers! 100-93 win over Covington Holmes.
Staff Photos by Mut Brooke

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)Both coaches agree the eyes of
- -an-entire state will-bet-erne&
toward Lexington tonight
when No. 12 Detroit, relatively
new to basketball, takes on the
veterans
of top-ranked
Michigan in the NCAA
Mideast Regional semifinals.
Friends have called Detroit
Coach Dick Vitale from all
over the country with advice
on how his Titans should
approach the David-andGoliath matchup with the
overwhelming Wolverines.
"They've given me all kinds
suggestions
and
of
strategies," Vitale said
Wednesday, a day of workouts
at-Lexington's Rupp Arena.
"But they didn't give me the
one thing that's needed-a
seven-foot tree to play the
center," he said.
Vitale said the 8:15 p.m.
EST Michigan-Detroit game,
following the 5:37 opener
between Syracuse and North
Carolina-Charlotte, will he _
"like Chuck Wepner fighting
Mohammad Ali."
underdog
"We're the
fighting the large national
school. They have the million-

4iTAR SPANGLED
BANNER SALE"
SAVE $25°°
NOW ONLY
it-`tetn
toc't
, MODEL
_
1416

95

ADJUSTS TO DEEP-CLEAN ANY
CARPET FROM THE LOWEST
NAP TO THE THICKEST SHAG
• Exclusive 4-position Dial-A-Nap'
rugtNeight adjustment
• Power-driven beater-bar brush, roll
loosens embedded dirt and grit,
while brushes sweep it up
• Edge Kleener cleans that last tough
inch along baseboards

INCLUDES 6 PC REG. UPRIGHT $69" - TOOLS REG. $20°'
ATTACHMENT SET
TOTAL REG.49"

ADJUSTS TO DEEP-CLEAN
ANY CARPET

-1 •

• Exclusive 6-way Dial-A-Nap'
rug heightsadjustment
• Top-tilling disposable -dust bag prevents
clogs, keeps suction strong
• Brilliant headlight
• Edge Kleener cleans that last tough
inch along the baseboards

6 PC.
ATTACHMENT
SET

-4

L-e°°1MODEL
1424

Tournaments
At-A-Glance
By The Associated Press
NCAA Division I
Thursday's Games
Regional Semifinals
East Regional
At College Park, Md.
VMI,26-3, vs. Kentucky, 25-3
Notre Dame, 22-6, vs. North
Carolina, 25-4, regional
television
West Regional
At Provo, Utah
Utah, U7,6, vs. Nevada-Las
Vegas,
26-2,
regional
television
UCLA, 24-4, vs. Idaho State,
24-4, regional television

and North Carolina-Charlotte,
ranked 17th-each have 26-3
records.
Syracuse has won seven
straight and 18 of its last 19,
including victories over
Tennessee andLouisville.
"Syracuse is big and strong
and has guards quicker than
mosquitoes," Rose said.'
,
He hopes he has an answer
in the talents of center Cedric
( Cornbread) Maxwell, who
averages 22 points and 12
rebounds and is the 16th best
rebourider inhe nation:

UP AND OVER-Senior Tiger Lindsey Hudspeth goes upstairs
to put these• two paints in for Murray High in action last night
against Covington Holmes.

ferolt
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Sale ends March 21rth.

Mideast Regional
At Lexington, Ky.
North Carolina-Charlotte,
26-3, vs. Syracuse,26-3
Michigan, 25-3, vs. Detroit,
25-3, regional television

REG. UPRIGHT s79"— TOOLS REG. 120'
TOTAL REG.'99"
er
asiik
i5

dollar sports program," he averaging almost 20 points
and Green is a 20-point
said.
Bet--Vitaie;-wher-went---te—sheetee:--work at Detroit four years
Vitale said he's counting
ago, said the Titans, too, heavily on John Long, a
good
"have developed a pretty good outside scorer who
averages__
basketball program."
20.5 points, and '6-7 Terry
And since the two teams - Tyler, "a great
jumper," but
never meet during the regular will need "a, solid
perseason-and Michigan says it pflarmayn
ersce, out of all our
is booked up through 1980-the
•
post-season meeting "has
"We'
give
110
per
came
to
created quite a storm in the
state of Michigan," Vitale cent," he said.
.The
The opening game opsaid.
Syrattise''Particularly in Detroit.
Basketball fever has run
rampant in the city," he said.
"We had 500 or 600 fans four
years ago and now we're
playing for packed houses."
Michigan Coach Johnny Orr
agreed
few
Michigan
residents are likely to ignore
the contest. Orr Called it "the
greatest game for fan interest
in our state's history."
Michigan comes from seven
straight wins, including
victories
over Purdue,
Marquette and Holy Cross.
Detroit has lost two of its last
four games. Each school has a
25-3 record. Vitale had no intention of
going to the Michigan
workout. "I'd rather not
watch. I'm a nervous wreck
already," he said.
It's not the opposing coach
who makes him nervous, he
said, "I'm not staying awake
worrying about Johnny Orr.
I'm worrying about the slam
dunk of Phil Hubbard and the
speed of Ricky Green."
The Wolverines, he admitted, "are very capable of
beating us by 20 or 30 points.
They know how to win and
they know what it is."
The 6-foot-7 Hubbard, a star
on the U.S. Olympic teat/L.'s

SAVE $2500
NOW $7495
ONLY

Midwest Regional
At Oklahoma City
Marquette, 21-7, vs. Kansas
State, 23-7, regional television
Wake forest, 21-7, vs.
Southern Ilbnois, 22-6

INCLUDES 6 PC
ATTACHMENT SET

Purdoms,Inc.

National Invitation Tournament
Semifinals
Thursday's Games
Alabama, 25-4 vs. Houston,
28-7,
Villanova, 20-8 vs. St.
Boriaventure, 22-6

- 753-487r
"We Service What We Sell"

•

Free deeoretleg WViCf. Use leakAmericerd,Nester Chyle,or our orteoded credit terms.
17111 styes,hiehoWhof Oaf Is -11e you.

Southside Manor
Shopping Center
753-3321

Murray, Ky.
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Bulls Continue Amazing Uphill
Struggle With Win Over Detroit

EASY TWO— Bill McHugh has an easy time with this drive os
he catches Covington Holmes napping under the basket.

Phoenix Suns beat the New
By ALEX SACHARE
York Knicks 124-91, the
AP Sports Writer
Pacers defeated the
Indiana
weeks
Less than four
remain in the regular season, Denver Nuggets 109-98, the
and the chances for teams to Philadelphia 76ers topped the
make up ground and improve Atlanta Hawks 109-100 and the
their standing for the National Houston Rockets heat the New
Association York Nets 100-86.
Basketball
Anis Gilmore's three-point
playoffs — or make the
started a nine-point run
play
growing
are
—
all
playoffs at
for the Bulls late in the fourth
fewer and fewer.
"Every game now is a must period that proved decisive
for us," said Chicago Bulls . after Detroit had erased a 10Coach Ed Badger, whose team point deficit and pulled even
continued its amazing -uphill at 87-87 with 3:42 to go.
-After- Gilmore's. threestruggle with a 104-97 decision
over the Detroit Pistons pointer, Mickey Johnson
scored a basket, then Scott
Wednesday night.
The Bulls, who at one point May and Wilbur Holland sank
this season were 2-14, now are two free throws apiece.
The Bulls got 26 pointsfrom
within one game of the .500
22 points from May
Holland,
won
have
They
34-35.
at
mark
five in a row on the road, 10 of and 13 points and 14 rebounds
their last 11 and are within from Gilmore. Marvin Barnes
three games of idle Kansas paced the Pistons with 27
City — which has won six in a points.
Sonics 100, Bullets 96
row — in the race for the final
Seattle remained in the
playoff berth in the Western
thick of the Western ConConference.
Chicago entertains Kansas ference playoff scramble by
City Friday night in another of beating the Bullets and
climbing to .500 and pulling
those "must" games.
Detroit, meanwhile, wasted within 212 games of Kansas
an opportunity to pull within City. Slick Watts scored 16 of
two games of first-place his 20 points in the second half
Denver in the Midwest and had 11 assists for the
Division. That is important Sonics.
Suns 124, Knicks 91 •
because each division winner
Phoenix snapped a 12-game
receives a bye in the first
round of the playoffs.
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
Seattle SuperSonics edged the
Washington Bullets 100-96, the

VI
undo
up
gov
cou
pun
coo

losing streak by jumping
ahead 30-20 in the first period
and romping past the Knicks.
Paul Westphal led the Stills
with 23 points.
Pacers 109, Nuggets 98
Indiana outscored Denver
15-3 in a four-minute stretch
midway through the second
half in snapping a three-game
losing streak.
76ers 109, Hawks 100
Philadelphia pulled away
from a 95-95 tie with Atlanta
by scoring 10 straight points
late in the fourth quarter,
Julius Erving hitting three
baskets in the burst.
Rockets 100, Nets 86
Rudy Tomjanovich scored
36 points as Houston posted its
eighth straight victory, Increasing its lead over
Washington in the Central
Division to three games.
TENNIS
LOS ANGELES — Betty
Stove, a three-year World
Team Tennis veteran, was
selected by the Sea-Port
Cascades in the second and
final phase of the 1977 WTT
draft.
Top'PHILADELPHIA"
seeded Chris Evert reached
the second round of a 6100,000
women's tennis tournament
with a 6-1, 6-1 triumph over
Carrie Meyer.

amo
req
reti
ass

C(

ASSIST TIME— Bill McHugh looks for someone to band the ball off to es the Tigers look to
penetrate the Covington Holmes defense wider the basket.
$tott Photos by Née Brandon

Rookie Outfield Blast Homer
To Lift Detroit Over Pirates
LAKELAND, Fla. 1AP o —
Today' was St.,-Patrick's Day,
the perfect chance for a guy
iitmed Timothy Michael
Corcoran to celebrate.
Corcoran has good reason —
and not just because of his
Irish name.
Wednesday, four days
before his 24th birthday, the
roolde- outfielder blasted a
horde run in the bottom of the
lathgiving-the-Detroit
Tigers a 5:Vexhibition victory
'over the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Tuesday, Corcoran had
smashed a two-run homer in
the Ilth inning in a 3-1 triumph
over the Philadelphia Phillies.
In 13 spring at-bats, the lefthanded hitter from Covina,
Calif., has ripped six hits and
driven in four runs.
The kid is opening a few
eyes, isn't he?" asked
Manager Ralph Houk. "He's
hot right now."
Corcoran had not received
much attention from the
media. Most of it has gone to
rookie Steve Kemp, who is

expected to assume the left
field job ahead of Willie
Horton. But Houk said of
Corcoran, "We .have been
talking about him since the
first day he got here."
Elsriaiere, Sal Bando and
Davr lohnson, a couple of
veterans, also did some lusty
hitting.
'Bando, the former Oakland
captain, socked two- home
runs off California's Frank
Tanana as the Milwaukee
Brewers beat the Angels 9-5.
Johnson, the major league
record-holder for home runs in
a season by a second
baseman, is trying to make it
with Philadelphia after a
couple of years in Japan. He
drove in five runs, four with a
grand slam homer, in the
Phillies' 13-3 rout of the
Montreal Expos.
The Boston Red Sox
unloaded five homers — two
by Carl Yastrzemski — in a 10inning, 7-4 decision over the
New York Yankees.
Pete Redfern, Geoff Zahn

and Jim Gideon scattered six
singles as the Minnesota
Twins blanked the Baltimore
Orioles 3-0.
Dan Driessen's two-run
triple highlighted a five-run
sixth inning that carried the
Cincinnati Reds past the New
York Mets 7-4.
Atlanta's Andy Messersmith, in his first spring
outing, hurled three perfect
innings, then yielded three
runs in the fourth, but the
Braves held on to defeat the
Texas Rangers 5-4. A split
squad of Braves, though,
bowed to the Houston Astros 31 as Cesar Cedeno drove in a
pair of runs.
The San Diego Padres
shaded the San Francisco
Giants 7-5 on Doug Rader's
three-run homer. Home runs
by Bill Melton and John Grubb
helped the Cleveland Indians
outslug the Chicago Cubs 14-8.
The Toronto Blue Jays blew a
6-0 lead and lost to the Kansas
City Royals 7-6 on Clint
Hurdle's seventh-inning
homer.

Looking For Something To Cure
Your Spring Fever?
All The

White Beans, Cole Slaw,
French Fries 8 Hushpuppies
You Can Eat. Plus Free
Homemade Ice Cream

1

•

1

IT'S CLOCK STOPPING
SUPER SHOPPING TIME
AT
A!
TOYOT
TOYOTAS BIGGEST SALES EVENT EVER
IS GOING ON RIGHT NOW.

Try These Food Bargains

Catfish

I
•

139

32 oz. Choice

8 oz. Choice

Sirloin For 2
$599

Ribeye Steak

0Were stopping the clock from Thursday noon to 0So come on in for super shopping at any
participating Toyota dealer.
Saturday midnight'and staying open till 'all hours.
We'll have a big selection of Corollas,
ei Because our goal is to break all sales records
Coronas, Celicas and tough Toyota trucks
and sell 24,000 Toyotas nationwide—that's one
—27 models.
'every 9 seconds.
Then if you can fincl,a better built small car
fi And that means_we'll be dealing like there's
or truck than Toyota...buy it.
no tomorrow.
4:
rn../ v. iry ))/ qrea.

$279

8 oz. Choice New York

Strip Steak___.

$249

All the above steaks served with large tossed
salad, choice of potato 8 Texas toast, by friendly
efficient waitresses.

The above prices good beginning Fri., March 18 and running
through Sat., April 2nd. Friday & Saturday from 10:30 a.m.
til closing and Monday through Thursday 4 p.m. til closing.

Rudy's Restaurant
Court Square

a
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Vets Going To School Could Wind Up In Debt To Gov't
Veterans going to school
under the GI Bill could wind
up in debt to the Federal
government if they drop
courses or receive nonpunitive grades under certain
—.conditions.
_. A. recent Congressional
amendment to the GI Bill
agency
the
requires
retroactively to cancel
assistance payment for a

i, -`,..-

course dropped without a
grade. This applies in cases
when a course is completed
but the grade assigned is
ignored by the school for
graduation requirements.
The new regulation is a
major change in the GI Bill
benefit payments policy, and
does not apply when the
situation was caused b‘circumstances beyond the
student's control.

Pit.. c,p.1".0 Cle eve
.., srng Co.,
r N•.0.,

EPI

Contamos
con
Listed.
La Cruz Roja
El buenvecino

The new law provides that

VA may not pay educational
benefits for any part of a
course which is not used in
computing graduation
requirements.
Many students will find
therhselves overpaid under
the GI Bill for courses from
which they withdraw and for
courses in which the assigned
grade is not used in computing
for
requirements
the
graduation. Payments for
such a course must be stopped
as of the first day of the school
term, or December 1, 1976,
whichever date is later. If a student withdraws from
a course on April 1 under the
conditions outlined, VA
payments will be terminated
retroactively to the beginning
of the term. In the past, GI Bill
payments would have been
cuiztiiidI up to the date of
withdrawal. The new law
Kohibits this.
Students enrolled under the
GI Bill are urged not to drop a
course or request a nonpunitive grade unttl-they-have
contacted their school's
veterans affairs office.
Students should fully un-

derstand what effect the withdrawal from a course or grade
may have on their monthly VA
checks.
The agency recommends
both students and school officials provide a brief
statement concerning circumstances the withdrawal
or grade assignmerff when
reporting it to the VA.
VA will then determine the
effect of the circumstances on
the witirldrawal, or more
punitive grade, and notify the
student of the action taken to
adjust his or her educational
benefits.

Questions Generated By Plan
To Eliminate Many School Fees

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Carroll administration's
successful plan to eliminate
many public school fees has
generated a variety of
questions on just which
payments can be bypassed.
The windfall to pupils,
several million dollars as a
start, has a number of exceptions, ahd the Kentucky
Education Association wants
all the i's dotted and t's
crossed.
The attorney general's
office went to the point.
Wednesday of advising that
the state need not pay optional
and nonlaeadernie feet; 'Navy Chief Electronics
However, it fell short of
G.
Michael
Technician
on which fees can be
details
McQuire, whose wife Shirley
eliminated and which must
and
Mr.
of
is the daughter
continue to be paid by
Mrs. James Stroud of 415 S.
students.
Eighth St., Murray, has been
The 1976 General Assembly
promoted to his present rank
$4.4 million for
appropriated
while serving aboard the the
to .W.Y
1976_777„_schol.yeel
Pharris,
US'S
frigate
a
law: .
under
new
fees
student
homeported in Norfolk, Va.
John Slattery, a KEA
McGuire joined the Navy in
July 1968.

si

Michael McGuire Is
Promoted In Navy

buttressed by a policy
statement of James Graham,
state superintendent of public
instruction.
Graham wrote all local
superintendents, telling them
the fee arrangement excludes
fees for items of personal
attire, use of musical instruments or for materials
which remain the pupil's
property.
"Until a larger appropriation is made for the
replacement of a wider scope
of student fees, we do not
believe students will escape
being charged for ( optional)
and projects,"
C.Clu,rse5
Chenowetlisaid: In another school opinion,
Herb Sparks, an Edmonton
lawyer, was advised that a
school principal may be
demoted without a hearing if
he has not served three years.
And Donald Pace of Winchester was told that as
principal of a Clark County

elementary school he could
under normal cireerns rti
ces —
also become a candidate for
magistrate.
The state constitution does
not prohibit a state employe
from simultaneously holding a
county office, Asst. Atty. Gen.
Walter Herdman said.

MISS YOUR PAPER/
Sobscribers orbs Wye set
received *Mr beme-destivimid
cep, el The Murray Ledger.
Noes by 5:30 p. is. MrstistayFriday or by 3:30 p.....Sewdays ere weed 40 call 753-151.6
bites*. 5.30 p. at. mod bp.
Mersday-Friday, or 330 p.
44.1 4p.

Wortley, to Moore

delivery of Rot asesposter Calls
most be ploced by 6 p. m. week
deys or 4 p. la. Sateriblys to
prarasitee delivery.

Radio/Melt

Central Shopping Center, Murray a,,,,,j,Cattet,f4towaq.Ecattomxt,GA,tteit,_

NEW SPRING FASHIONS

:31

lawyer, asked for a list of fees
for which students can be
charged and those which are
free.
"We do not feel .it is appropriate for this office to
make such a list," Asst. Atty.
Gen. Robert Chenoweth said.
said
the
Chenoweth
situation can be broadly
broken down into instructional
and extracurricular fees.
He said the instructional or
curriculum fees are an
-integral fundamental part of
the elementary and secondary
education" cost.
The other type, he said, are
charges for materials outside_
of or in addition to regular
,
academic courses.
-It would cieart* seem that
the state Board of Education
believes the appropriation
from the General Assembly is
for replacement of the
curriculum-instructional type
of fee," Chenoweth said.
He said this view is

FAMOUS REALISTIC 11141 SPEAKER

40% to 50% Savings
And More
3-PIECE
PANTSUITS
Complete vinyl Jacket
100% polyester pants.
Reg. 78.00

i9
Get Realistic's very popular Optimus-1 B
floor/shelf speaker system at exactly
$30.95off our regular low price. Massive
heavy-magnet woofer delivers bass
tones down to 20 Hz. Two midrange/
tweeter speakers produce clear treble
to 20,000 Hz. Cabinet is genuine walnut
veneer -not vinyl -20'8 x11 -1,2
There's only one place you can find it
. . . Radio Shack.

JUMPSUITS
These easy care lumpsuits come with a stylish
Blazer of texturized
IOTA Dacron polyester.
Reg. 37.99

sod you con

CHARGE IT

AI A MONO Shack

Th.. IMO (.011.1

/MOO

SAVE 13%

19

MEM

S •
Y., Yu. as. k• ••wisoio
••• row.
oo.•

TAPE RECORDER

BLOCKBUSTER
FINAL CLEARANCE
JR. & MISSES DRESSES
1 & 2 pc., Jacket &
long dresses.
Reg. 17.99 to 37.99

Save on the original. patented
Archer Space Patrof'-, ready
4-mile
1
to use on Ch 14 Up to /

.9 999
599 79
/

Siktors and briefs Big
seleftion of colors
and ltyles
Regular 79c to 1.00

3 for 2°o

GENUINE LEATHER
HANDBAGS
Our best selling styles at
a fantastic prices!
Reg. 22.99

699

SPORTSWEAR BARGAIN
TABLE
•PANTS•SWEATERS•VESTS
•SHIRTS•SKIRTS•BLOUSES
•TOPS
REGULAR 12.99 to 19.99
CHARGE „III

4mimirotoAL PPlarOft

of talk power Join in the fun'

CORDINATE
SPORTSWEAR

PANTY SALE

CHARGE • MASTER

60 3020

300
SANK ANSERIC AID

SAVE 40% SAVE
CB
71%
TWIN

•
Famous name
nationally
advertised sportswear
A perfect Spring
outfit in the
latest styles
and pastel

"ALL EARS"

TRUNKER
ANTENNA!
Reg 29 95

colors.

21 943

JACKETS

Reg. 34.99

VESTS

REG. 19.99

SKIRTS

Reg. 19.99

PANTS

Reg. 21.99 e

ONE
PRICE
WIN 104,SUNDAYS 12:104:30

599
P

f Way•Erutla44,Cosittvi-kg Wag•Euttamzt GAtted-

10 ORIGINAL HITS
WITH A CB THEME
Reg 349

99;5501
• No hole mounting
• Backed by our 76 years
of CB Know How
RADIO SHACK

• Music for Every Taste
Pop, Rock, Soul Country
• Exrchis.jely at Radio Shack

S 1'111 PRI( ES

12th Street Ed.
Phone 753-7100
gA

6002
2

TANDY C17)000A AT)01Y C00•110Atil Y

79.95

The Realistic' CTR-30 makes
cassette recording easy. All the
features of S89-S100 units: auto record level, full auto-stop, con-,
denser mike, tape counter, cue'
review! AC cord; optional car
adapter or batteries.

ARE ON AVERAGE WITHIN 1

Olympic
Plaza

14 836

OF OUR 1.0W 1975 PRICES

10-7 Mon. thru
Thurs., Sat.
10-9 Friday 1-4 Sunday
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KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TV•600 COOPER DRALEKTNGTON, KY. 40502
Ashland ...... .
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington-Richmond.
Louisville
Madisonville
Morehead
— •
Murray-Mayfield
Owenton

THURSDAY, MARCH 17
Eastern, Central Time
330.230 pm CAREER EDU
CATION
4 00, 3 00 SESAME STREET
5 00/4 00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30/4 30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6 00/5 00 ZOOM ICaptioneol
16 30/5 30 OfQ-CE UPON A
CLASSIC ' D,io4i Copperfield"
At,el seeiog his, friends off to
Dayid recuperates
Porn DOra'S death and mar
ies Agnes rCaptioned)
7 00/6 00 CEO SERIES "Lt.
erature III Poetry"
7 30/6 30 CROCKETT'S VIC
TORY GARDEN (Ft from Sun)
55.007 00 THE PALLISERS
F- 1.111 ,s wounded in
vvitli Chiltern OVer
to win tier
000.8 00 Ct ASSIC THEATRE:
HUMANITIES IN DRAMA "She
Sti,ps to Conquer Sir Ralph
RiLhards011 as Mr. HardCaStle
the Cisl of this production
ot Orisei Goldsmith's classic

18
FRIDAY,
MARCH
Eastern/Central Time
3 30/2 30 pm. SONG BAG/
MAGIC PAGES
4 00/3.00 SESAME STREET
5 00/4 00 MISTER'ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30/4.30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6 00/5.00 ZOOM
6:30/5.30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
7:00/6 00 FARM MARKET
PLACE "Futures* Trading7.30/6 30 COMMENT ON KEN•
TUCKY Newsmen and human 05 (!,scuss issues of impor
tance to the Commonwealth
8:00/7:00 WASHING WEEK IN
REVIEW.
STREET
WALL
8.30/7:30
WEEK
AT
9.00/8 00 AGRONSKY
LARGE
9- 30/8 30 WOMAN "Lesbian
Mothers and Child Custody"
Part II
DOCUMEN1
'
ARV
"TVTV Looks at
impressionistic
view
An
Oscarsof the 1976 annual Academy
Awards
tate01,700

SATURDAY, MARCH 19
Eastern/Central Time
8:00/7:00 a.m. VILLA ALEGRE
8:30/7:30 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
9.00/8:00 SESAME STREET
10:00/9:00 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC -David Copperfield"
10.30/9:30 TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
11_00/10:00 IT'S EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
11.30/10:30 CAREER EDUCATION

SHOES
FOR
MEN
23"

23"

239

WKAS 25
WKGB 53
WCVN 54
WKZT 23
VVKHA 35
WKLE 46
WKMJ 68
WKMA 35
WKMR 38
WKMU 21
WKON 52

12.00/11:00 IT'S EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
12:30/11:30 CHUST FOR FANCY
1:00/12:00
NEW SHAPES:
EDUCATION
1:30/12:30 PBS MOVIE THE.
ATER: SHAW ON FILM "Pygmalion" Leslie Howard and
Wendy Hiller in George Bernard
Shaw's widely acclaimed ragtto•riches tale.

Murray, Ky.
wwwwwwwle

12
. ,64
. 9
.56
10
8
66

9.30/8:30 PBS MOVIE THEATRE: SHAW ON FILM "Max
beithira" Wendy Hiller, Robert
Morley, Deborah Kerr and Rex
Heirison star in this production
uf George Bernard Shaw's tale
of a Salvation Army lass, her
father and her pragmatic fiance

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23

Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES
"Math I • Fractions"
3:30/2:30 CINEMA SHOVVCASE
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
4:00/300 BLACK PERSPEC5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
TIVE ON THE NEWS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
4:30/3:30 COMMENT ON KEN5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMTUCKY (Signed) )R. frprn Fri
PANY
5:00/4:00 NOVA "The Gene
Engineers" The fascinating aid 6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
controversial story of yenetin
YOU
engineering
research
(Cap70016:00 M. D. "Estrogen an •
tioned) (R. from Wed.)
the Menopause"
6:00/5:00 THE WAY IT WAS
7;30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGA"Yankee Dynasty Part IL Mc,
(R. from Sun.)
ZINE
Car thy-Chmaggio Era 1936 8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Woman
1948"
Rebel- Piper Laurie stars as
FAG
INFINITY
6:30/5:30
Margaret Sanger in this dramaTORY
tization of the life of the wo7:00/6.00 ONCE UPON A
man whose efforts gained accepCLASSIC "The Man horn No
tance for the idea of birth conwhere" Ar_1y_sterious adventure of
trol
a man in black whostalks art
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR)Studiogir..Sire_
Orphan
MANCES "Dance theater of
not be shown.)
. 8:00/7:00 LOWELL THOMAS ,Harlem" ()nowt the nation's
'top claWic troupes performs in
REMEMBERS "1973this program of -.ballet, folk,
E:30/7130 COUSTEAU: OASIS
jazz and modern dance
IN SPACE "Population Time
10:00/9:00 SCENES FROM A
Bomb" We Witness population
MARRIAGE Johan announces
stress and the struggle for slit
he is in love with another yeoa warning to the world
vival
9:00/8:00 MR. AXELFORD'S4 man and is going to leave and
Marianne becomes a trembling
ANGEL Boris J. Axelfurd, ownwreck.
er and director of England's
engineering
largest
private
NO MONKEY BUSINESS
works, runs his business hire a
NEW YORK (AP) — "King
human computer until he meets
Kong," the Dino De Laurentiis
Angel Roper, temporary secie
remake of the 1933 classic, has
tary and disorganized disaster
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE "8. achieved the highest gross in
B King and Bobby Blue Bland - motion picture history for a
Together in the Blues"
Christmas holiday release. In
PV
MONTY
11:00/10:00
its first 17 days, "Kong"
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS

SUNDAY,

MARCH

grossed $30,092,157 at 984 the20 aters in the United States and
Canada.

Eastern/Central Time
2:00/1:00 p.m. CLASSIC THE
ATRE PREVIEW "She Stoops
to 'Conquer'"
J IC THEATRE:
2.30/1:30 CLAS
DRAMA "She
HUMANITIES
Stoops to Conquer" Sir Ralph
Richardson as Mr Hardcastle
leads the talented cast for thus
production of Oliver Goldsrtuth's
classic comedy
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL
"War In Africa7"
5:00/4:00 MR AXELFORD'S
ANGEL IR from Sat.)
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN
6:30/5:30 IT'S EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS
7:00/6:00 TI'S EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MA(,aAZINE
8:00/7:00 PREVIN AND HE
PITTSBURGH "Creating an Impression" Composer -Conductor
Andre Previn and special- guest
Thomas Having, director of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
examine the Impressionistic
movement and its influence in
MUSIC
9:0078:00 MASTERPIECE THE
ATRE 'Upstairs, Downstairs"
When Hudson is suddenly unable to take charge of an iniportans dinner party at Eaton Plate,
a bitter quarrel breaks out in the
servants' hall.
LINE
10:00/9:00 ONEDIN
"Coffin Ship"

MONDAY,

MARCH

21

Eastern/Control Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. GED-St/0ES
"Grammar X: Miscellaneous Usage Problems"
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET

licensees.
For the first time in its 33The 74-hour basic program
year history, Kentucky's
includes instruction in KenDepartment for Alcoholic
tucky's penal code and ABC
Beverage Control (ABC) will
regulations, surveillance
formal
provide
soon
techniques, criminal and civil
classroom training for the 35
liabilities and the use of
agents empowered to issue
firearms. Narcotics and
citations for such diverse
dangerous drugs have also
liquor-related offenses as
in the
been included
selling to a minor, gambling
curriculum since a 1974 state
and prostitution.
law brought drug violations in
The ABC and the state
businesses holding a license
Department of Justice's
within the jurisdiction bf the
Bureau of Training will
ABC.
two-week
sponsor' the
Keene stressed that the ABC
sessions, scheduled to begin
training"till be geared toward
March 14, with 12 agents at‘
ippToving, compliance of
tending each session.
Kentucky's liquor laws rather
who
Bernard
Keene,
recently was appointed ABC
commissioner, said he has
long favored the program. (A
Nelson County native, Keene
had served as the board's
distilled spirits administrator
since 1972.)
"I see this training as the
State education officials are
beginning of an overall encouraging parents who are
upgrading of an agent's skills. unemployed or laid off due to
Our regulations are constantly fuel shortages to take adundergoing changes and it is vantage of local schools'
vital that the agent know them provision of free. or l educedwell. Then, too, an agent's price meals for their children.
work can be very dangerous
According to C. E. Bevins,
so the course may someday director of the division of
save his life," Keene com- school food services in the
mented.
of
Department
state
Keene noted that most ABC Education, parents who are
agents came to the job with a temporarily
unemployed
prior law
enforcement because of fuel shortages may
background and then learned apply to school officials for
their new duties from ex- free or low-cost meals, inperienced agents after some cluding breakfast and lunch,
in-office briefings. Now the for their children. Bevins is
agents are not only required to encouraging school officials to
attend the training seminars, accept applications from
but they will also be expected
parents and to provide the
to participate in annual week- meals as long as the
long refresher courses so as to emergeney lasts. For borderbetter regulate Kentucky's line situations, ruling in favor
8,000 alcoholic beverage
of the parents and children is

1UESDAY, MARCH 22
Eastern/Central Time
3.30/2:30 p.m. TEACHING
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5.00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
530/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE A look
at wind-surfing, a combination
of surfing, sailing and waterskor,a •
7
/6
GED'SERIES "LiterAriire IV: Drama and Poetry"
7.3016:30 THE CAPTIONED
FRENCH CHEF "Terrines and
Pates"
8:00/7:00 MISSA SOLEMNIS
A performance of •BeethbVen's
"Missa Solemn's" by the Rome
Symphony Orchestra Of • the
Am, conducted by Wolfgang
Sawallisch.

ATTENTION
Cypress Spring Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake

Is
RE-OPENING
Friday, March 18, 1977
Open Fridays, Saturdays dr Sundays only until April 1,
1977
Sue 8. Louie Williams, Owners

436-S4%

than increasing the number of they managed to convince a
their
of
citations. "The important' bootlegger
thing is not how many "eligibility" as customers.
The ABC is empowered to
violators are caught, but that
they become aware of the revoke a license and can even
ABC's enforcement of the close a premise. Those stern
regulations and then stop measures are rarely taken,
High school science students
those violations. The worst Keene said, since the move and their teachers are being
thing we (the ABC) can-dis could wipe out a licensee's asked to participate in the
establish o quota system for entire income source. The Second Annual Wildflower
citations," he said..
commissioner did emphasize, Survey.
Although the position does however, that the ABC would • Sponsored by the Kentucky
not call for it, Keene said not hesitae to use that power Society of Natural History,the
acting ability helps. He cited a in extreme situations, as survey will accumulate
recent Frankfort-area in- recently happened in a scientific information for
cident in which several agents Kentucky murder case.
future use. In view of the
did not bathe or shave for two
severe winter, the society
feels that results may be
to three days. After pouring
particularly 'interesting tkis4
cheap wine over their bodies,
year.
The society hopes to interest
young -people throughout
Kentucky in the flora and
ecology of their environment
AGANA, Guam — U. S. Air as they search for spring
Force Senior Airman Monty S. wildflowers.
Calhey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Teachers will be provided
advised.
McCuiston of 1606 Loch with a check list of wildW.B.
Complete breakfasts and
Drive, Murray, has flowers normally in bloom in
lunches for pupils should be Lomond
for`cluty
at Andersen Kentucky during the month of
arrived
provided by local school
Guam.
April. Students will be asked
personnel without using AFB,
a to identify Wildflowers and to
.. Cathei,
Airman
natural gas.Seheol-effietals-intelecommunications oper- indicate whether they were
areas where natural gas is not
ations specialist with a found in rural, suburban, or
make
should
readily available
unit
of the Air Force Com- urban areas and whether they
plans to provide cold meals in
Service, were next to a stream, next to
munications
order to conserve fuel for
served at Laughlin a road, in a field or in a woods,
previously
heating.
AFB, Tex.
so that it can be learned where
For example, said Bevins,
The airman is a 1972 specific wildflowers tend to
lunches can consist of sand- graduate of Murray High grow.
wiches made of cold cuts, School and attended Murray
Books for the school library
cheese, peanut butter, tuna State University.
will be awarded to the schools
salad, or egg salad, for which
whose reports are judged to be
the eggs have been boiled on a
Edward Jenner ( 1749-1823) outstanding.
hot plate. Use of disposable was the first to develop the
Anyone requiring further
serving items is also advised. method of vaccination against information can contact Dr.
While a country doctor Stan Davis, the chairman of
According to Bevins, disease.
in Berkeley, England, he theo- the project, at the Biology
reimbursement to the local rized that a person who had
school district for providing had cowpox would become im- Department, University of
cold lunches will be the same mune to smallpox, a more•viru- Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
as for hot lunches.
lent form of the same disease. 40208.

Monty S. Cathey Is

Officials Urge Parents To
Take Advantage Of Free Meals

Serving In Guam
With Air Force

Datsun's new B-210'Plus'gives you a

Nifty Fifty.
.•••••.

5-Speed

Fully Reclining
Bucket Seats

Electric
Rear Window
Defogger
Handy
Hatch

Tinted Glass
Fold-Down
Rear Seat
Cargo Deck

1400cc
Engine

5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6.00/5.00 ZOOM
6.30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
7.00/6.00 FIRING LINE
8:00r7:00 MICROBES AND
MEN 'The Tuberculin Affair"
As the German Kaiser pressures
Hobert Koch to find a cure for
tuberculosis, Emil Behring discor:ers a cure for diphtheria
9 00/8.00 COMMONWEALTH
CAI.L.IN "Comparative Food
Slopping"
10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT "Weddings"
10 30/9:30 BOOKBEAT "A
,Tongue" by Edwin Newman

ZO

Trurriaiteltm_
OLYMPIC PLAZA

TRANSLATORS
Barbourville
Boston-Butler . .
Cowan Creek Eolia
Falmouth
Louisa
Pineville
Whitesburg

Wildflower
Survey To
Be Conducted

ABC To Provide Training For 35 Agents In State

VVKPI 22
VVKSO 29

Pikeville
Somerset

Power
Front
Disc Brakes

WSW
Steel Belted
Radials

Full
Wheel
Covers

Special
Stripes

50MPG HWY/37MPG aPry*
Plus 5-speed
economy.
Among other things, it comes with a
5-speed Which works like overdrive. Thus,
less fuel is used. And there's less wear on
the engine

Plus extra value.
Now about those other things.
Steel belted radial tires, sporty stripes, fully

reclining bucket seats, carpeting. tinted glass.
electric rear window defogger and powerassist front disc brakes are included in the
B-210 'Plus:
So you scre:Auhile this car gets lots of
miles per gallon, you get lots of car.

Plus tough.
From start to acrylic paint finish, it's tough
all over. For example, its solid unibody is all
steel from hood to hatch.

In short, Datsun's new B-210 'Plus' has
lots of'strong pluses going for it.
*(1977 EPA estimates. Your actual mileage may
• differ depending on how and where you dove.
the condition of your car and its optional
equipment
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Proving Age Requirement For Benefits
"Proving your age 4 an
important requirement for
entitlement to many Social
Security benefits," according
to a local spokesman for the
Security
office.
Social

Fast Film Service
At Big Discount

FILM, FLASH CUBES
CAMERAS, FRAMES

Artcraft Studios
118 St. 12th. 753 0035

Free Porkies At Rear

Door

Although proof of age is often
needed in disability and
survivors' claims, its most
common use is in support of
retirement benefit claims.
An original birth certificate or baptismal record
before age 5 are the preferred
proofs," the spokesman said.
"Birth certificates are
recorded in the Bureau of
Vital Statistics in the capital
city of each State. A native of
Kentucky born after 1910 who
wishes to obtain a copy of hisher birth certificate should
write to Bureau of Vital
Statistics; Frankfort, KY
40601, and enclose a check or
money order for $2.00. The

AMON\

-Gcosswor-d-FluzzierACROSS
1 Cavil
5 Narrow,flat
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pplin inininra plata
nnarto DODO OM
00O0 DEMO
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UU OW00 UOLI
UWW WILIWU WWUW
POCIO OUVW WU
13&1OUODUE10 OW
OBOOCO UOUWOU
BUCCE DO OO

3 Card Of Thanks

2 Notice

2 Notice
FACTORY
BELTONE
fresh batteries. Walls
Drug Store, Murray,,Ky.
Call 753-1272.

Green
in the

RENT 1INSENVAC
Ns elm 111.1toredr NSW
" elosas samsb as ...

Kitchen

Ends March 21st
Sturk's

EASILY34 pound Dottitaa pore
holm dots a,1 Wit wort

Hardware

6 Help Wanted

12th 5 PripLir

YARD WORK, raking
and trimming. Cali 7535822 or 1663 'Coll'ege
Terrace Drive.

Our 111th Irrar

EFFECTIVELYCIALIAL, traittrla_yr-aart
dut Oeta darn dirt Ana
&la= AL SAM.Matta

' 5976 or 436-2172 nights.
GARDENER needed.
Raking leaves, cleaning
flower beds, etc. For 3
yards for all season.
Adult preferred. Call
753-1602.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
"The company that lets
you write your own
ticket" is looking for
enthusiastic
management personnel
to work for the fastest
growing steak house
chain in the United
States. Excellent
starting salary, 'profit
sharing, and unlimited
opportunity. Apply at
Sirloin
new
the
Stockade, Bel Air
Center,
Shopping
Migray, Ky. or phone
502-753-0440 for appointments.

We
Repair_.Blow
Dryers &
Hair
Dryers',
Blenders,
Coffee
Makers,
Vacuum Cleaners,
Toasters,
Mixers,
et(

Murray Home
& Auto Store
°testily, Sr

IWYOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 7530984. It i§ not a recording. This is' also our
business phone.

MANAGER- Large auto
clean-up company.
Opportunity available
for qualified person to
take charge and operate
auto clean-up company
in Union City, Tenn.
Salary is right for right
person. Must be willing
to move to Union City,
-; Team-Cali -901,485.6816
after 6 p.m.

FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

5

C

Hutchens
Plant Farm
Special
YOUR
REPORT CARD
- -IS AWFUL'
YOU'VE
GOT TO
STUDY MORE

Friday.

I Do WHAT
I'm TOLD
---0

GO INSIDE
AND BURY
YOuP SE LP'
IN YOuR
BOOKS

,
WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDI.INE, 7536333.

LOC.

GARDEN
SPOT
available in city limits.
Call 753-8742.
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SAVE ON lawn mowers,
push, self-propelled,
rear bagger and high
wheel. We buy factory
direct and pass savings
on to you. Tidwell Lawn
and Garden Equipment,
303 Main,Hazel, Ky. 492- •
8147.
PUBLIC NOTICE _
Like Olivia, Glen Camp,.
bell, or Loretta? Then
get a little "Country
Levin" on WKYQ-FM93.
'This is West Kentucky's
professionally
programmed contemporary country
music station. You'll say
that
we're rather
polished in our unique
blend of country music,
but you'll also know that
we're staunch believers
in the Murray Area and
West Kentucky way of
life. If you haven't tried
us,then give your ears a
long awaited treat.
WKYQ-FM93.

4-

'

-----

full time sales position.
Over $20,000 potential
plus benefits. Send
resume to P.0. Box 193,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.$2,000.00 MONTilLYTSPAR ETIM E! Unbelievably, excitingly
easy!
Send 'selfaddressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
.sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
9 Situations Wanted
COLLEGE
STUDENT
looking for odd jobs. Has
worked with local
contractor. Clip and
Save: Call 753-2853.
WOULD LIKE to join a
rock-n-roll or country
and western music
group. Call 753-9413 ask
for Mike Phares.

WANT SOMEONE with
single axle truck to pull _
a-furniture trailer. Call

TIME
TO
TRADE

Saturday and

Cactus 5 for $1.00.
Located 612 miles
_ - West of Hazel. Go
west on State Line
Road, 512 miles turn
left go one mile. -

/41

derilms.Quiana,50 cents

to $2:50 per yard. Also
Zig
Zag
sewing
machine.

CHAIN SAW chain, as
pitch 24", $16. 20", $13.
17", 1010. n", $7.50.
Tidwell Lawn and
Garden Equipment, 303
Main Street, Mosel,-Ky----492-8147.
WEED EATERS, Clippie

Sunday

3

s./ERY
•-iERE S
i•-cL,MAN-INTE,7fS,-

$200.00 Weekly possible
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
- envelope. Edray Mails,
Box 188, Albany, MO
64402.

FABRIC SALE. 504 South
• 8th Ext. Knits, cottons,

44.99- -S111114Y 143 tka,

Kate, (ne.3../ 7_77

LET 1"q.=. DEL2i.
LE-AN',
MASK ON AN:SEE HOW -r0l)

LADIES - WOO
you
like a private home
fashion showing and get
free clothing or a Dart
time job with high
earnings. Call 7534797
or 247-8935.

NEED EXPERIENCED

tte„.
-

LELAN,7
,IAL? NAME
AN[
)I C.)Orkil" ,,LIANT TO
BE THE CAT,:HER AV.11E

15 Articles For Sale

. .1 WOULH4e to thank all
the firemenand friends
who worked so faithfully
to save my trailer on
1977.
March
1,
Especially thanks to
Jimmy Edwards for"
putting in storm windows.
Ola McIntosh

Special 10°0 Off

Koontry

may be obtained again from
the State Bureau of Vital
Statistics. A veteran may
obtain copies of his military
discharge papers by con-.
_tgeting his local Veterans
Affairs service officer."
Rutter sety $12.00 a day
"A record of age is kept on
Bet-Air Decor Store
tile with each insurance
Debbi Crew 7431142
company with whom a person
has a policy. Also, local
Election Commissions keep COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
records of dates of birth of
copies. Made from any
registered voters."
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
1 10 $2.40. Fast service.
ADVERTISING
- Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
DEADLINES
753-0035. Free parking
lot,
use our rear enAll display ads,
trance.
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by-12' noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publicatiOn.

Oar3W
hominy
centered
person
49 Malay
canoe
32 Toward
50 Domesticate
Shelter
33 Nobleman 54 Ordinance
36 Young boy 56 Be ill
57 Meadow
37 Holds in
high regard '58 Vessel's
curved
40 Handles
planking
43 Pronoun
61 Compass
45 Article
point .
41 Prophet

Distr. by United Feature S

MU LOVE THE RESULTS
WAIT ABS.nolo

ECONOMICALLY.,sr•
pretty,. oats:rat
55
--- orou stet u
"A elniki's birth cprtifica4.
tirbtru rt.. 400141

1310013121
WM
01/11aRRIrl iUIiU
1(30 TKI2111113131[Na laU
IBM
Offill211
MU

I Uncouth'

itpft
Resort - - - -2rt;
915"nr
12-Sandarac- -- 41414
.
0k
4 Suggest
tree
5 Hold on
13 Mental
property
Image "
I.
14 Torrid
6 'Lid notice
15 Deprive of
7 Golf mound
office
8 Damage
17 Teutonic
9 Portions
deity
Game
10
15 Beygicag,
ayed on
19 Await
horseback
settlement
11 Solar disks
21 Stupid
16 Calm
person
20 Argued
23 Mproves
27 Note of
-22 Conjunction
23 Sicilian
scale
volacano
28 Brief
24 Tidy
29 Insect
25 Physician
31 Sodium
labbr I
Chloride
34 A continent 26-WeIght ot
India
.
.
.
(abbr.,
35 Make bigger
Machold!
39 Unit of
• Siamese
currency
41 Dine
42 Willow
44 Sun god
46 Resigned
48 Squandered
51 Portion of
medicine
52 Macaw
53 Man's
nickname
55 Tekes
unlawfully
59 Witty
remark
60 Horses
neck hair
62 Attitude
63 Dance step
64 Female
sheep (pl.)
65 Kill

Ans... to wvionesisoyi-Pima4iy-

request- sbould provide the
county and year of birth and
the names of the parents.
"U your birth certificate is
not foqnd in the Bureau of
Vital Statistics, an excellent
record to prove your age is a
United States Census search.
An application for a census
record should be forwarded
to: US. Dept. of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Persohal Census Sts-Vice Branch,
Pittsburg, Kansas 66762; the
fee required for a search of
two census years is $7.50.
"School systems , keep
records of student's ages,"
according to the spokesman.
"A school record may be
obtained by contacting the
superintendent.
.
respective county or city
school system. A 110MitalWe
is sometimes, though not
awayx required:,

THE FAMILY of Cordie
Paschall wants to take
this opportunity to thank.
our friends and neighbors for the flowers,
food, cards, and kindness shown in our hours
of sorrow. We also want
to thank Dr. Hopson,
nurses at the Westview
Home.
Nursing
Especially do we -thank
Dr. W. P. Mullins, Jr.
and the Rev. A. H.
McLeod for their words
of comfort, the singers,
and the Max H. Churchill Funeral Home for
_ their assistance and
1-• kindness.
Tbe family of Cordie
Paschall

RESTAURANT' assistant manager •
applications now being
• taken for the New
Captain D's Seafood.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1540, Paducah, Ky.
PHOTO TYPE setter or
skilled typist with art
• and paste up skills or
desire to learn. Permanent job. Send__
resume to P.O. Box 23,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
EXPERIENCED cook.
Day Shift. Call 753-2988
or 753-2997.

-

DELTA FOREMOST
CHEMICAL
CORPORATION
P.O. Box 30310

Memphis, Tenn
38130
An equal r ipoort
r•r

PM-

NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane 'foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
ta your specs. West Ky..
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
THOUSANDS USED
paperbacks. kt• price,
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
808 Chestnut, formerly
Christian Book Store.
Call 7534821.
P

BAR
SALE
FOR
EQUIPMENT - Double
Tap draft beer box, 32
gallon capacity, excellent condition. $650.
Steam range for deli,
with electric, steam
• pump, excellent condition, $150. Smoked
glass mirror, 3.x10',
$100. Hot dog cooker,
$20. White oak whiskey
barrels. $15.00 each.
beer
Miscellaneous
signs, lights. The Apple,
Puryear, Tenn. 901-2479902.
CLEAN CkftPETS the
save and safe way with.
BlueLustre
gent _
- electric shampooer. Big
K, Bet Aire Slivppiug Center.
SMALL 4 x 8 barn, 10 x 10
building.
metal
Reasonable. Call 4362575.
USED WASHER and
dryer. $60. Call 753-3704.

See us lot (inencinir
F010140/4 arranged by
Ft Security Service Co

Ross
9Q1P, Ronnie
210 I Main

TWO COMPLETE single
beds with-, frames,
mattresses_ and box
springs:May tie seep at
Murray Plaza Court,
753-2682.

FA)

.5gP.

`1140
._4_014_1141„
SOSO Of 51111.115

753-0489

14 Want To But
WILL BUY STANDING
timber. Large or small
tracks. Top prices paid.
Up to $400 per thousand
b. f. for clear white oak
20" and above. Pay cash
or work on shares. Will
also buy logs. Call 1502)
753-2359, call collect.

SALtS
LIMITED TRAVEL
S.W. Ky. and N. W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed weekly
draw plus training incentives from ;200.00
WANTED: B-J Auto
to $350.00 against
Salvage. Junked and
liberal commission.'
wrecked cars needed.
Senior salesmen earCall 527-1315 or 4744854:
ning $18,000 to $45,000..
Management opportuCOINS AMERICAN and
nities.foreign. Also old gold.
Fringes
include:
Call 753-9232.
Hospitalization, life
Insurance, - Profit
FEATHER. WANTED
Sharing, Retirement.
BEDS, will pay $8.00
You receive sales
each until April 30th.
training
in
the
Call 753-7462 or Route 1,
territory.
_
Box 13, Alrno, Ky. 42020.
Our products are
non-technical
and
USED MINI 'Bike. Call
readily learnable.
753-3696
We - sell chemical
•
specialties to the InWANTED USED GARdustrial,
Food
DEN tillers, trade now
processing, Automotiand get big trade-in
ve and Institutional
value. Tidwell Lawn and
markets. High quality
Garden Equipment, 303
bring
products
Main Street, Hazel, Ky.
profitable
repeat
492-8147.
sales.
You must have a
FREE! ii110LESALE
successful work or self
Jewelry Catalog' Exemployment history.
clusive Designers'
Sales backgrouncropCollections! Bargains
tional. A late model
galore! Box
1824,
i• r required.
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
Send Resume 15 Articles For Safe

DIRECTOR
OF SALES

Needle model 500-$59.95.
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
Tenn.

ONE ANTIQUE Oak
kitchen catinet with
frosted glass -doors.
Good condition.Call 3288702.
GREETING CARDS iall
kinds), notes,
stationery, etc Also a
coffee table. Call 7531712 after 4 p.m. or sec-Gerald Waldrop.
'
UPRIGHT PRACTICE
piano. $100. also 10 in
table saw,.$165. Call 753-,
8500.
BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marbleized and
solid colors can be in- stalled by amateur
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple.
SEARS EXERCISE bike
$50. Call-436-2439
•

•
THREE H.P. ,tiller ' 23"
T.V , black and
white. Electric range,
automatic control Call
492-8535,

FOUR H.P. garden tiller
Used one summer. $115.
Call 753-6153.
16 Home Furnishings
MATTRESS AND box'
springs, queen size. Call
after 6, 7539827.
COUCH AND CHAIR,$70
Call 753-2720 or 753-3494

TOBACCO STICKS for
sale. Call 489-2126 ori4354263.

KIRKSEY USED Furniture Store, buy and
sell. Refinish
and
reupholster. Call 4892752

TWO SETS of Jamison
Box Springs and mattresses, twin size, excellent condition. Call'
753-2S11.

EARLY- AMERICAN
living" room suiteDining room swte and
buffet:- Good conditton.
Call 753-0302.
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18. Sewing Machines

16. Nome Furnishings
i%
TWIN beds with
mattress and springs.
550 Call 753-6085

USED SINGER seviing
machine, zig zag and all
regular
attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews
perfect. Full cash price,
17. Vacuum Cleaners
$29.50. Call . Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
ELECTROLUX SALES
write Route 5, Benton,
and service. Call Tony
Ky.
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
acuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.

19 Farm Equipment
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870.

--Donald R. Tucker, A full Service:Real Estate Firm
listings Sales Management Appraisals
JUST LISTED! Located 2.5 miles East of
Murray, approximately 200 yards of Highway 94.
Prime location. Good farm. Excellent subvision_poterttial,Terms available.
TWO-BEDROOM frame home that contains two
fireplaces. Located 2.5 miles east of Murray.
You should see this if you want quiet country
living.
SOUTH 12th STREET. Commercial property.
This large commercial lot has 137 foot frontage
and is 183 feet deep.
CORNER EAST MAPLE and 2nd Street. A large
commercial lot that has been reduced greatly.
Inquire at 753-4342 for details.
WHAT DOES A GOOD FARM in Calloway
County sell for? $1,000 an acre? $900 ahacre?
HERE'S ONE FOR LESS than $800 an acre.
The 130 acre Thomas Herndon farm has 70 tendable acres; 60 acres timber. Nice home and
several outbuildings. Ask to see it.
EXCELLENT INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
This duplex on South Ilth Street will make its
payments with money left over for you each
month. Two bedrooms each side, much larger
than it appears. Clean as a pin.
$11,900 PUTS YOU IN a lake home. This 1972
model 12 by 60 mobile home in Panorama is completely furnished except for TV. Enjoy the.lake
life from this spacious patio. Large lot. Immediate possession.
COMFORTABLE;WELL BUILT-home,full acre
lot, zoned B-2. This two bedroorn home on North
Fourth Street is an excellent buy to live in or for
an investment.
WE HAVE JUST LISTED all the remaining lots
in LalieShores subdivision. Ask about.them. We
also have three choice lots in Panorama. See us
for a wide variety of lake property.
TRY TO MATCH THE PRICE or value on this
two Story brick cottage on a beautiful lakefront
lot in Lakeway Shores Subdivision. Fireplace in
the huge family room makes this a year-round
place to enjoy the spectacular view of Kentucky
Lake. Upper and lower level patio. Three
bedrooms. Plenty of closets. Two baths. Under
$40000.00.
ATTENTION_ BUILDERS! Here is your opportunity to get choice lots at a lower-thanmarket price. Tucker Realtors has just listed all
remaining lots in Westwood Subdivision. Exceptionalterms for the entire project.
EXPANDO 1974 MODEL mobile home on nice
wooded lot in Croppie Hollow. Has a large
basement for storage. Well pump new in 1974.
Big 15 by 18 living room. Two bedrooms.
LOW PRICED,QUALITY HOME in Panorama!
Living room, kitchen, two bedrooms. Just eleven •
miles from Murray. Good lakeview lot. Priced in
the mid-teens. Hurry,this one won't last long.
LUXURIOUS HOME IN a prime country
location. This ten room beautiful britk tri-level
located in Wiswell Estates is in walking distance
of Southwest Elementary school. It has almost
3,000 square feet, with better than 2,300 sq. ft. of
living area. The price is well below replacement
cost.
FROM THE LARGE fireplaQe, in the 13 by 25
family room to the spacious storage spaces, this
iiume is designed for cornfortable, luxurious
living. Four bedrooms, two and a half baths,
living room, dining room, kitchen with built-ins,
eyerything you would expect in your dream
tTome. The lot is over three-fourths of an acre,
with fenced-in back yard and garden space.
Shown by appointment only. Call Tucker
Realtors at 753-4342 to see it.

DONALD R.

UCKER
REALTOR

MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342

Professional Salespeople
to serve you
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
436-5676
Joe L. Kennon
753-4560
Chuck Shuffett
753-7550
Patricia Miller
753 1930
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B

Member Multi-Listing Service
and Murray-Calloway Board of

19. Farm Equipment

33 Rooms For Rent

26 TV Radio

1972 4320 JOHN DEERE
tractor with 1600 hours.
131,2 ft. John Deere, AW
disc. Call 753-4503 or 7533712 after 5 p.m.

SEE 11-4E
200-MILE
FISHING LIMITS

1973
MODEL
International dozer. TO 15
c. Semi-U tilt blade. Call ;
l
at night or early morning, C. C. Clark, Route
1, Kirksey, Ky. Call 489- 2670.
"
H FARMALL tractor. In
good condition. $500.
Call 492-8354 after 4 p.m.
JOHN DEERE 2 row
planter with spray,
tFerguson side rake,
Garber tractor seed
sower. Call 753-6085.
TWO ROW HOLLAND
mounted tobacco setter.
Call 753-3622.
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

D-6 CATERPILLAR
Dozer, serial no. 22561.
Hydraulic blade oil
clutch. Good condition.
Call Ralph Henry, 5228400 after 7 p. m.

JOIN! THE
COAST GUARD
3 /7

19 Farm Equipment
NEED GAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for
spring.
AgriProducts has them-. Call
753-2958.
20. Sports Equipment
MEN'S THREE speed
Murray 28" bike. Like
new. Asking $55. Call
Z3-0667.
FOR SALE ALUMINUM
boat 14" Aro. 802 N.
Murray.
GOLF CART for sale.
Call 753-0026.
1971 MARK TWAIN boat.
115 h. p. Mercury motor.
Call 753-6883.
P2 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127

KODAK
DISTRIBUTOR POLAROID
EVEREADY
KEYSTONE
WANTED
WESTINGHOUSE
HOLSON ALBUMS
,nd,iclual Male or Female. needed full or part t,me to d.s
tribute'world famous Kodak 1.1m and other photo products
Inrough company establ,shed locat,ons Make thts your
rear or Independence 54995 OP ,nyestment Guaranteed 12
moccth rnereneenlisereporettereersgreernenr
CALL MU Marlin(Ton Frail1,400-6415.1200 or Collect A6-14-22151751
Monday 10 Friday, 9 a m to 6 p m Sal 9 a m to i p m. E.S T
Or Write

1E 301,

31E

FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,
FIRESTONE BUILDING SINCE 1946
162 N 3rd St Columbus. Ohoo 43215

Estate Auction
Saturday, March 19, 10:00 a.m. rain or
shine. Leave Murray, travel highway 94
East 10 miles, turn on Ledbetter road and
follow sign to the late Joe Colson farm
one-mile.
Many good pieces from relatives will be added making this one of our best sales.
Offering clean furnishings. Bedroom suite,
matching half beds, springs and mattresses,
stove, refrigerator, deep freeze, chrome breakfast set, TV., radios, electric heaters, washer, 2
size
couches, ice box, walnut breakfront and
cherry corded bedstead I finished and ready),
small oak claw marble footed table, phones, hall
tree, blanket chest, fine rocker and oak dresser,
clock with wooden works also others, nice flat
trunk, sewing machine, 12 gauge - double barrel
shot gun, very old (W. Richards), flower garden
and other beautiful hand quilted quilts, new
sheets and pillow cases, Crocheted table cloth,
other linens, hat racks, dough tray board and
roller, wash kettle, other iron ware, dinner bell,
kraut cutter, green aladdin and other oil lamps,
possibly one out standing rare-lamp, cake stand,
full set of green and other depression and small
pieces, old books, well pulley, rope, cook ware,
abused cook stove and out building pieces such
as goose neck and other chairs, kitchen cabinets,
lawn mowers, wheat cradle, old gear, hand
made plows, old horse drawn disks and misc.
junk, good manure spreader, lawn chairs, a 5
horse boat motor and S.L. 70 motorcycle, 72
model and many other things.
The 44 acre farm is to be sold privately by the
administrator Cletus Colson. This is a very fertile farm and on hard surface road.
Eats and drinks served, not resOnsible for accidents. Detailed announcements day of sale. All
candidates welcome.

For information dial 502 753-3375
Douglas Shoemaker.
Note Good household sale Wednesday, March 23,
10:00 a.m. 2 tractors and all equipment plus all
good tools a good farmer needs. All equipment is
oiled, under shed has had best of core, many other
small shop add hand tools, also many household
items. Saturday, March 26 10:00 a.m.

A Household Contents

AUCTION
Will be held Sat., March 19th, 1977 at 1.00 P.M. at
1607 Dodson, Murray, Ky. for the Garrett Estate.
Items to be sold; tables, bedroom suite (practically
new), solid maple bed, night stand, secretary desk,
colored TV, wicker rocker, hide-a-bed, recliner
rocker, chairs, washing machine, frost free
refrigerator, electric 30" stove, dish cabinet,lamps,
car sweeper, radios, pictures, glassware and dishes
and numerous other items:
Not Responsible in Case of Accidents

Wilson & Thompson
Auction Service
Wayne Wilson & Charles Thompson Auctioneers

20 Sports Equipment
FOR
SALE:
14'
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
14 FT. ALUMACRAFT
boat
and
trailer.
Evinrude 10 h.p. motor.
1011 Story Avenue. Call
753-9021.
14 FT. Aluminum Craft
boat. 35 h.p. Mercury
outboard motor and
trailer. Call 436-5360
after .5 p.m.
15 FT. LAWSON ski boat,
40 h.p. Johnson motor,
Heavy Duty Pamco
trailer. $600. Call 4362448 after 4 p.m.
1971 POP UP CAMPER.
Sleeps 4 to 6. Stove,
refrigerator, toilet, AC
'and DC electric, gas
heat. Will consider trade
for equity'. Call 753-2366.

MIDLAND CB, good
condition. $45. call 7537182.

34 Houses For Rent

27 Mobile Home Sales

FURNISHED HOUSE, 3
FOR SALE - 1974
bedrooms.
Two
Schultz 14 x 70, 3
downstairs, one up. No
bedroom, all electric
, utilities furnished. Call
central air condition,
Buel Stalls, 753-3519.
and heat, steps, deck,
underpinning, and 10 x
10 metal outbuilding.
36 For Rent Or Lease
Phone,7534428.
FOR LEASE - Building,
1972 12.x 54 2 BEDROOM
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
trailer, underpinned argil - 754-5881.
strapped on private lot.
132 x 120. Call 753-8113
, after 5 p.m.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
1971 12 z 60, completely
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
set up. Nice and clean.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247Ready to move into now.
2833.
$5,000. Then buy Of rent
_ the private shady lot.
37. livestock - Supplies
Just four miles out on
paved road. Cheap. Call
STANDING AS stud on
753-9773 after 5 p.m.
my farm three quarters
of a mile West of old
1967 12 x 60, 3 bedroom
Wadesboro, a registered
mobile home with unfox trotting-palm horse.
derpinning and 2 air
Call 437-4310 after 6 p.m.
conditioners. $3,300. Cali
753-9671.
CHOICE WISCONSIN
Heifers. Delivered on
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
approval with certified
vet health certificate.
bedroom mobile home,
Two weeks old. $55.
electric heat and central
Four weeks, $75. Six
air. 28 x 32 heated
weeks, $85. References
workshop. New 4" deep
available. Also calf
well. Water pipe to all 8
salesman wanted in
acres. All within 2 years
area. Paul N. Crouse,
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p. m. 901-247Route
1, Abrams,
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
Wisconsin 54101 414-8267348.

28. Heating & Cooling

38. Pets

18,000 BTU Whirlpool air
conditioner. $295 firm.
Call 753-6666, weekdays.
29. Mobile Home Rentals

33' HOUSEBOAT sleeps 6, electric head. TWO BEDROOM trailer
Plenty of storage. Air
at Shady Oaks Trailer
conditioner... Depth - Ct. Call 489-2533.
finder. Fish locator.
Very clean. 1975 Mer- TWO BEDROOM all
cury 50 h. p. Outboard
electric, one or two
installed last fall. Slip
adults. Water Aid
72 Call 753-8056.
garbage pickup furnished. One mile out of
22. Musical
city limits. $25 deposit,
month. Call 753-5405
$110
CONRAD',S PIANOS after 5 p.m.
Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky,
753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
24 Miscellaneous
MOBILE HOME frame
and 2 axles free to
anyone who will cleanup salvage and haul off.
Call-442-9927.

ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.

PARIS WORKER? S4ve
money, live at Lone Oak
Village Mobile Home
Park. Spacious lots. City
water and sewer. Rates,
$35.00 monthly. Call 901642-1930. ,
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
- rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
NEW ,12 z 48 two bedroom
furnished trailer on
private country road, 3
miles from Murray.
Deposit, $110. Water
paid. Call 753-8848. Will
trade large dark fired
acreage for Burley
poundage.

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTIIESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paduerth,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV Radio
OVERSTOCK
REDUCTION sale.
Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
Sisson's
compare.
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
382-2426.

43 Real Estate

TWO FAMILY yard sale,
Saturday and Sunday. 16. Nickle and dime
items. Maternity, men,
women and infant
clothes, kitchen ware,
miscellaneous. 401 South
llth Street.
SIX PARTY carport sale.
Table and chairs, ladies
clothes, all sizes, also
men's and children.
Children's records. Lots
of odds and ends.
Saturday, March 19.
1604 Magnolia, 9-4.
YARD SALE, Saturday
March 19, 8-6. 605 North
Mousehold items,
baby and children
clothing, table and
apchairs, Small
pliances. Moving, must
sell all.
FOUR PARTY yard sale
at 817 North 19th Street.
Friday and Saturday, 97
43. Real Estate
FOR SALE - near Almo.
Eight acres, 7 acres
tendable. Call after 4:30,
753-8723.
THREE BEDROOM
in
home
BRICK
Meadowlane Subdivision. Just listed and
priced at only $27,500.
Let us show you this
phoning
by
home
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. You can depend on
us for full time competent Real Estate
Service.

Supplies

SEVEN WEEK OLD
female
registered
Labrador. Wormed. tall
753-6345 after 5 p.m.
ONE MALE Irish Setter.
Registered. $75. One
female Irish Setter, $50.
Both very lovable:Make
great pets. Would prefer
someone that lives in the
sell
country.
Will
together for $100. Call
753-6153.
CAIRN TERRIERS,
AKC
old.
weeks
registered. Call 489-2310.
RAT TERRIER puppies,
squirrel dog stock. Call
753-2293.
FOR SALE - Registered
English Setter bird dog
pups, and Rat Terrier
pups. Also live Bob
White Quail and Tennessee Reds. Call 4374310 after 6 p.m.
AKC REGISTERED St.
Bernard, 10 months old,
male. Had all shots.
Show quality. Call 7538505 before 10 a.m. and
after 5 p.m.

AKC ST. BERNARD
puppies. One male, $100
SECURITY FOR YOUR
'Four females, $75. Call
home ,is our ort
753-9349.
business. Call for a' TWO BEDROOM trailer,
demonstration. No
private lot, $85 per
39 Poultry Supplies
obligation
to
buy.
month. Call 753-7304.
Lifeline.kiSecurity
PEAFOWL FOR sale.
Systems, inc. Call 753$25.00 each. Call 1-52731 Want To Rent
9263.
7880.
OR
THREE
TWO
41. Public Sales
GET READY for spring,
BEDROOM house in
have your mowers and
Murray or on 94 East or
YARD SALE, SaturdaY.
tillers serviced now at en North. Call 753-8953
9-4. 113 North 9th.
Tidwell Lawn and
after 5 p.m.
Garden Equipment, 303
Main, Hazel, Ky. 492AUCTION:SALE
8147.
Saturday, March 19th,10 A. M. .
SILVER-TROL trolling
motor, $25. Four mag
wheels, 14" with good
tires for Ford or
Plymouth $100. Call 4892595.

41 Public Sales

Rain Of thine at the Late inn 0 Warren home 1 10 mile west ol Dukedom on
State tine Road Will sell house of furniture. appliance, glass, china, cooking Went* shop of tools, trucks and tractor

Nice refrigerator, electric stove, small appliances,
heaters, fans, air conditioner, wood and coal
heating stoves, dining room, bedroom and living
room furniture, TV, Radio, lamps, attics and out:
buildings filled with odds and ends, and collector's
items, old trunk, Seth Thomas mantel clock, center
table, odd beds, iron kettles, skill-etSand other large,
shop of mechanic, carpentry and garden tools, CFarmall tractor and equipment, solid 1953 2-Tn.
Chev. truck w/grain bed, 1969 3 tn. Ford pickup.
long wide bed, extra nice only 3000 miles; 8 h. p.
Snapper Comit lawn mower less than 1 yr. old, other
push mower, new Super XL Homelite Chain Saw,
odd farm tools, app. 9 rick of fire wood, piles of lumber arcascrap iron, I stand of beep, lawn furniture,
other items not listed.
For information calk
Chester and Miller Auction Service
41C-412i1 or 4.3S-4144-Lynn Grove
AMM■Neonms

OUTSTANDING 2-story
home on a 2 acre tract,
in a peaceful country
setting. Located '4 mile
South of Wiswell Road,
on Ford Road. Call
Stinson Realty Co.for an
appointment. Phone 7533744, days; 753-0614 or
753-3509, evenings.

For:..

THE
OF
THINK
possibilities! Do you
own a mobile home, but ,
long for a home of your
own? Now is the time for
you to buy this tract of
almost five acres. It is
equipped to handle three
mobiel homes, with well
and septic system
already in place. You
could live in the mobile
home while you build
the home of your
the
on
dreams
remaining acreage. You
could either rent the
mobile home pads or sell
the acreage you would
not need. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or _
Pam Rodgers, 753-7116.
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Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
202 &HA 4i Stroot
Moog 753-3263

West Ky. Livestock and
Exposition Center
College Farm Road, Murray,Ky.

Saturday, March 19th, 1977
7:00 P.M.
Admission: Adults $2.00 Children Under 12- $1.00
Also a 4 Mule Hitch Will Be Shown
Before The Pull By Glenn Kelso
and Billy Morgan

Re-Opening
March 18th

Specials
This Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
also

Boneless White Fish Fillet

2

Including French Fries, Cole Slaw, Hushpuppies
Your Choice of above:

925

All You Can Eat

Large Fish Plate

'2"

Small Fish Plate

1225

Childs Fish Plate

S1 25

Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora, Ky. Note: Above served
family style to groups of four or more at no extra
charge.

Price Reduced

ir^e

Owner wants offer on this charming 3 bedroom
home located only 6 miles West of Murray. Home
recently redecorated throughout, attractive
wood burning fireplace and large fenced lot with
pond and stable for horses. Priced at only
$33,500.

KOPPERUD
REALTY Ai

504 Main

I
, c1,,asiteur

LOTS-LOTS-LOTSWe still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
--sewer-4ste4usietiof lots. Prices ,start at
$3,300. Some wooded lots
still available. Owner
will
finance
with
minimum
down
payment. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

DO
mc
doi
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Overweight Horse and
Mule Pulling Contest

The Youth Shop
Use Oar
Los A woy

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY for sale in
the city and county.
Several listings suitable
for small business including auto clean-up
and repair, retail store
and reside-nee- ccanbination. Phone us today
at Kopperud Realty 7531222. We provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service.

Ph. 753-1222

711 Main

RI
PI
41

Ammo
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43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

TWO
BEAUTIFUL
building sites near Blood
River, on blacktop,
terms. Call 436-2575.
DO YOU have some
money to invest, but
don't know what to buy?
Think about this. A
house
near
the
university on Main
Street. It is presently
rented on a yearly basis.
For more information
phone us today. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or call
Bob Rodgers, 753-7116.
• --FOR SALE - 80 aeres,
house, five miles East of
Hardin. Near lake.
Terms. Call 1-313-2927180.
REALTORS

South 12th at Sycernore
TELEPHONE 753-1661

BY OWNER - 5 acre
mini farm with nearly new modern brick
home,8 miles from Ky.
Lake on Highway 94.
Approximately 2500 sq.
ft. living area, plus large
2 car garage and
workshop. This home
has many appealing
appointments that must
be seen to appreciate.
Phone for appointment,
753-2957.

SPACIOUS HOME in
rustic setting just
minutes from city
limits. 4 bedrooms, 3
bath, central heat and
air, 2 fireplaces, wall-towall carpet, patio.
Range, dishwasher,
disposal, and compactor
are included. Situated
on 16.5 acres. Call 7538080 or come by 105 N.
12th Boyd-Majors Real
Estate.

45 Farms For Sale

41 Motorcycles
1975 HONDA GU11108.
Windjammer, back rest,
luggage rack, low
mileage. $1850. Call 7538136 after 5.

331 ACRES adjoining
Lake Barkley State
Resort Park, in Trigg
County, Ky. See or call
Bobby G. Watson, Route
I, Murray, Ky. 42071,
502-753-4984.

19141 s Can-Am 250, like
now.
1974
125MX
Yamaha, like new. Call
753-6831 or,753-6057.

BY OWNER mini farm on
large residential lot.
Three acres located 342
miles East of Murray on
the Squire Workman
Road. Has water and is
in a restricted area. Call
753-8355.

1972 HONDA 350 runs
great, looks good. $450.
Call 753-0189.

NEW LISTING . .
.Minutes from town, 4
bedrooms,2 baths, large
utility room, com46. Homes For Sale
fortable_ living room,
kitchen. Qompletely
carpeted, electric heat, FOUR BEDROOM, 241
baths on wooded lot on
storm windows, located
Oaks Country Club golf
on 2 wooded acres. . .
course, in the 60's. Call
Low 30's... Call 753-1492
753-9931.
today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors is quickly
becoming a houseSOLD WELL PLANNED new
word.
four bedroom house.
coordinated
Color
throughout. One of the
TWO ACRES OF land
best buys on the market.
east of Almo on blacktop
Call 753-3903.
road. Call 753-4418.
44 lots For Sale
LOT IN FRONT of East
Elementary School. Can
build home or put
mobile home there. If
interested call 753-6083.
45 Farms For Sale
200 ACRE FARM. Call
753-0967 or 753-5587 after
7 p.m.

1975 HONDA XL250, with
helmets,
one
set
motocross tread, only
940 miles,Call 743-9407.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle. trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753=26.48 Automotive Service
BLEMISHED
UNIROYAL tire, 78 x 15,
steel belted radial. Good
tread. $15. Call 7534830.

EAST OF ALMO, 2
bedroom, large living
room, bath. 65 x 12. Call
753-4418.

DUNE .BUGGY. Call
after 3:00 p. m. 753-9407.

SPACIOUS HOUSE
adjoining
University.
Excellent for rental,
nursery or family. Call
753-9799.

CONVERTIBLE
1969
Pontiac, Custom S.
Automatic, 0. H. C.-6,
rare. Will somebody
take this turkey out of
my way for $700? Bob
Cook, Hazel, 492-8165.

NICE AND NEAT three
bedroom brick with
carport and storage.
Mid 20's. Call 753-4187.

1975 'MAVERICK, 28,000
miles, radials, steering,
and air. Straight drive,6
cylinder. Red with white
vinyl top. $2,500. Call
753-7839 after 5 p. m.
STATION WAGON- 1964
Mercury with air, 12,000
miles. Will have to see to
believe. You can buy
this everydlay transportation for $725. Call
Bob Cook, Hazel, 4928165.

MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. livink space. Phone
753-7851.
"
47 Motorcycles
1972 YAMAHA 350. Excellent shape. $350 Firm.
At Hardin call 437-4878.

1969 DODGE DART
Custom. Slant six. $750.
Call 753-7699.

s`v
4(ls

Rain or Shine
LOCATION: 5 miles East of Mayfield on Miller's Chapel Road at the late
Hub Drew farm. 2 miles South of Hwy. 80, 1 mile West of Old Colo Rd.
(Hwy. 17101. From Hwy. 121, take Hwy. 564 5.7 miles to Hwy. 1710,
turn left and watch for auction arrows.

A lot for a little is this 24 acres within two miles
of the city limits. Excellent subdivision property; beautiful building site; good farm land; the
choice is yours! $30,000.00.

FARM MACHINERY, FURNITURE,
AND MISCELLANEOUS
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110911005 753-3921 PAT ARMSTRONG 134-2171
RAY COURTS 134-5650 ANNA MOURN 753-2177
PATSY FAIN 753-4374
T.C. COWE 753-5122

EMU KENT 753-1910
IRA PAINS 7534014
SAN EMIR 753-1910

112 Sinel6 12M Street

Maisie 753-1651
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ISCCLLANEOUS •

1974 FIAT model 128 2
door, 4 speed over. 30
m.p.g. $1350.00. Phone
354-6217.

DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.

1967 MUSTANG GT
Fastback.
289
automatic, good condition. $650. Call 753-9189
or 753-8124 after 5.

1917 CHEVY NOVA.
Great shape. Call 7537792.

NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.

1977 CAMARO. 3,000
miles. Electric windows, AM-FM stereo
tape player. Price
$5,250, Call 753-6753.

'

e. or sketion

Now Open

Paris Landing Cafe

IT

come and enjoy
live entertainment Wed., Fri. 8. Sat.
Weekly

Real Estate & Amber
117 1315
Par

Road
-. .

.

Open Doily 6 a.m. - 12 p.m.
located 1.9 From Paris Landing
For Information Call
901-642-9876

L]

c..4

Msefe4ellertocity

1

Food & Drink

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

6425.00 up, fleeced, ready te use. Also precirt, you Wild, as

es $300.00. Sep to 24i 60 standard, bet will precut
ens she needed. Buy Hie best for km

lea

CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09B4

SPEEDWAY GARAGE
Highway 641 North
753-8521
Now under new management
Complete auto repair, tune-ups, h4lavy truck
repair, road service, truck tires, truck washing
and steaming. Night phone- 753-4)370 or 489-2787.

1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylinder
automatic, good condition. $1250.' Call 489_ 2156 or 767-4745 after Sp.
m.
50 Campers

1972 VEa4 WAGON,
automatic trait/mission,
air condition, - new
engine. $950. Call 7539189 or 753-8124 after 5.

15' CAMPER - steeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 7534015 or 7538300.

1972 FORD SPORTS
customainter steering,.
automatic, brakes and
air conditioner. Call 4742789.
t

1976' PROWLER 20 ft.
camper, Fully, selfcontained: with Reese
hitch, sway control,
jacks and T.V. antenna.
Call 492-8790.

1974 MAVERICK. Four
door, 302. $2400. Call 7534769.

White's
Camper
Sales

1957 CHEVROLET and
1954 Dodge pickups.
Also 12 gauge shotgun
with hammers. Call 7532670.

1973 FORD TORINO
wagon. 9 passenger.
• Power and air. good
condition. $1900. Call
489-2266.

Located 4 miles
east of Murray on
Highway
94
toward Ken-Lake.
Authorized dealer
for Fan Travel
Trailers - Starcraft
Pop-ups.
Used campers all brands.

1958 FORD TWO ton
grain truck. Call 4892563 after 6 p.m.

Owners and Operators
Ernest 8. Virginia White
Call 753-0605.

1974 CAMARO Z-28.
headers, mags, 4 speed
Sharp car. Call 436-5838
after 5 p.m.

1970 CHEVELLE, 2 door
automatic. Cheap. Call
753-7304.
1968
BONNEVILLE
Pontiac. Excellent
condition. $450. Call 7535332.
1965 PLYMOUTH. Call
753-0116 after 3 p.m.

1967 CHEVROLET, 2
door, hardtop, $400. Call
753-8298 after 4 p.m.
1964 MALIBU Chevelle, 2
door
hardtop, V-8
automatic, new paint,
upholstery and floor
mats.
Also
1973,
Chevrolet Impala, 2
door hardtop, power
brakes,steering and air.
Call 753-8780.
1962 PONTIAC, 2 door.
$75. Call 436-2439.
1971 DATSUN wagon,
automatic, $995. 1972
Capri, 4
cylinder
automatic, extra nice.
$1295. Call 489-2595.
1972 DATSUN pickup,
good condition. $1395.
1971 Gremlin, $495. Call
489-2595.

OWNERS - •
TERMS

The Bamboo Garden
1914 Coldwater Road

Is Having A Sale!
15% Off Anything Green
In The Store
Thursday, March 17
and Friday, March 18 Only
II IN')
lint( k • I 1

51 Seriii es Offered

11198 FORD PICKUP, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Good
mechanically,
good dee& $250. Call 7539189 or 753-8124 after 5.

1973 GMC FOUR wheel
drive pickup, also 1964
Buick Electra, $225. Call
753-7494, 753-9378 or 7537263.

Saturday, March 19, 2:00 P.M.

Delightful 2 bedroom brick home nestled in the
trees close to campus. Neighborhood pride is
reflected in the well kept homes on this street.
You will like what you see in this home.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

49 Used Cars & Trucks

THREE
BEDROOM
house on 2 acres of land
near Penny community.
Call 753-3297.

Are you budget wise? If so then you must see this
four bedroom, two bath, family room, living
room,modern kitchen house. Plus the mentioned
features there is a4.18' x 18' swimming pool,
regulation size concrete basketball court and
storage house. Carpet,drapes,fireplace, washer
and dryer are all-included for only $49,900.00!!

49 Used Ces & Trucks

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51. Seryrces Offered
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
v;cirk needs call lohn
Lane Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586

HAVING TROUBLE
. getting those small
-plumbing jobs done?
Then. call 753-6614.

51 Sereices Offered

GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes autos - stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
Building
No,
5,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0180.

GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

SHINGLE roofing. Built-.
up roofing. Jackie
Youngblood, New
Concord, Ky. 436-2712.

54 Free Column
FREE SEVEN WEEK
old German Shepherd
puppy. Male, healthy.
Black- with
brown
markings. Call 753-3994
or 753-3535 after 5 p.m. .

QUALITY
TREE
SERVICE. Expert tree
service on top jobs and
take down. Pruner work
and dead wooding. Call
753-6256.
KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10,&10' x_
- 0i.CTom would only be
1
$8.00. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.

FREE S1X-iiiontli- -old-- black Labrador
Retriever. Energetic
and friendly. Needs . a
good home in the
country. Will make a
we-fide-HUI- family pet, Has had distemper shot.
Call 753-3535 after 5 p.m.

LAND AUCTION
Saturday March 26, 1977

DOZER, L,OADER.
backhoe work:Grading.
hauling, and 'hushhogging.
F r4-e
estimates. Call 436-2382.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001., Phone day or
night 442-7026.

TEMPORARY
SERVICE
POLES
All New 60 Amp.
1" -weather head, 1"
Hub, breaker, 20
duplex
Amp-125V
receptacle, one 220
receptacle all mounted on a 16' pole,
Only

$11900

10:00 A.M. -- Rain or Shine
Location 3 miles South of Limes, Ky.
on 339 and 408 Highway

FARM LAND
TRACT I:152 Ames mole or less located 3 miles South at 1.cakes on 339
& 408 highway thisAthe auction sight of all tracts. 125 acres tillable
good tobacco barn sibck barn with 313 dark base 1 61 air cured
base some real bottom lin& come rolling with a lot of road frontage
on 408 hitiway
TRACT H: 25 aces more or less alapkoximately 12 miles NW.,p)__
Mayfield Ky on 121 Hwy with over 800 tt-spl highway frontage open
land with good building spots
TRACT III: 20 acres more or less located approximately 12 miles NW of
Mayfield KY on 111 highway open land with good building-Spcds
TRACT IV: 25 acres located approximately 12 miles NW of Mayfield
lust off of 121 highway on the new gravel road . road frontage
building spots, open land that can be row crop
TRACN: 2111 acres located 12 miles NW ofJtayfield Ky lust off of
121 highway on the new gravel road toad frontage good building
spots open land that can be row crop
TRACT VI: 224 acres more or less on 339 highway 7 miles SE of Dublin
Ity or 3 miles North of Crawford Store and 58 highway or 10 miles SW
of Mayfield. Ky 185 acres tillable with 238 dark base tobacco barn
stock barn 3 room house and bath
ROTE: Auction for all tracts will be held 3 miles South of Lowes Ky on
334 and 413-Ir.ghway RH tracts will be sold separate as listed
Owners or selling agents will be glad to show any calls_ property any
day before sale date
TERMS: 20% down purchase price day of sale cash balance with
passing of deed within 30 days -

Same as above in 100
Amp.

limmtei Lida Goatley. oWnws
623-4645
Route 2
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

$10900

Includes Ground Rod

McKee Supply Co.
1109 N. Market
Paris, Tenn. 642-3352

MUMS
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Col, Paul Wilkerson & Sons
Real Estate & Auction
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Cm Pato N,senow Saw, 6145573

ELECTRIC
COLSON
AND Plumbing. Clent
Colson. licensed electrician and licensed
master plumber. Alin°,
Ky. 753-8549.

*MC AMIN=

NORMAN
KEMMERZELL Service and
repair. Plumbing Electric, Heating Cooling. Electric
seweer. Call 436ELECTRICAL WIRING 2490.
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and MOBILE HOME underpinning and leveling
refrigeration. heating.
Call Glarriey, 492.4333
Call 474-8841.

WILL SEW for .-public
women's apparel. Call
Nancy Copeland, 7537495 after 5.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery 75e-6760,
day or night.

Four wheel drive automatic - air con- double power,
tilt wheel - big
mirrors - Excellent
condition.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free"
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

Electric Sk Gas Bill High!
Did you know that plastic installed underneath your
could
sharply decrease your heating bull' We paint and repair thehome
outside of
our home, but never think of the damage underneath
Cold
air
and dam.
pness with proper ventilation
will
penetrate plastic It will also help,
protect against termites, rot, Furitpnot
and
other
diseases
and
insects
We treat for insects and fungi- -install plastic and ventilation.
Call for PEE istfernmatlea

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 75372310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

Only
LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

FOR A FREE estlm te
on all stump remo I
Contaet K and S Sturn
Removal. 435-4343' or
753-9490

800 Chestnut
all

CHECK OUR PRICES
first for tune-up, brake
jobs, overhaul. See
David Nelson and Son's
Garage near Hardin on
962. Call 437-4514.

COMPLETE:
14' FRANKLIN sleeps 6.
Good condition. $800.
Call 489-2242.

1974
Chevrolet
Custom
Deluxe
Pickup Truck

Carroll
VW-Audi

TREES CUT and trimmed. Storm damage.
Free estimates. Call 4362294.

51 Services Offered

laspectim.

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
753-3914
Oldest Moe mewed and *aerated ie Galloway
Coseity
Ky. titillated
Certified by IS. EPA oily

WILL HAUL white rock.
lime or grain. Call_ 7534545 err -753-6763.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
-ioo small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

WILL DO housekeeping.
references.
Excellent
Very efficient. $3.00 an
hour. Call 753-26778 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
116.
AERIAL APPLICATION
- Fertilizing, seeding,
herbicides
and
pesticides. Battles Ag
Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.

Our SERVICE dew? cost It PAYS
.5144# 14ad Tdet4 P6e42r
• Van« ReAtwuud re.td
eu.‘ Zasixle

•

k

maim. 4

Se. 9cgalue
%ea.

901-479-3836

BEGINNING-FRIDAY NIGHT MARCH 25
HI

SEAFOOD BUFFET

A Fish Feast Of All
You Care To Eat!
* Seafood Chowder * A Variety
Of C-old Salads * Oysters On The
Halfshell * Steamed Shrimp That
You Just Peel 41Eat * Fried
Shrimp * Fried Oysters * -graded
Red Snapper * Plus Many Many
More Delicacies From The Sea *
Corn On The Cob, * Alaska King
Crablegs,Onion * Onion Rings,
White Beans And Oh Yes, Onion.
Save A Little Room For Dessert!

EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
completion. Call now
Roy' Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124
PAINTING AND PAPER
hanging, interior or
efterior, by the hour or
idb Free estimate
Phone 753-8343

il ItsELF AND NW ft APPETITE AM)
J1 ST kiltiNo
ENJOY E ti iii fish; Ti i 1.1- El LLEST SERVING
floURS OF THE SF: Al• i IT is FEET 31) to 1%1 WE I)
LIKE FOR Yol 10 ENJoN oUR ATMOSPHERE AS
WELL AS ill It I- i roI) sr I TAKE TIME TO LOOK
ARM NIT THERE WILL ISE sr) MANN THINGS To SEE
ANT) ENJOY 'sot ARE WAAL/TO 1-11(1.: SOME: OF IT
ONE OF THE THINos
KNOV. Yot ‘411.1. LIKE
WILL BE OUR FRIENDLY AND EFFICIENT
WAITRENSFS DILKS.SEI) Is, NI THF,NTIr HAA AHAN
MU-MEs, %.%EAKINC. A BIG s\111.1-, AND READN Ti)
SkRVE
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Deaths and Funerals1

Carter Visits Virginia„

Mrs. Brown Dies At Robert Means Dies
Plymouth; Services Suddenly Wednesday
Robert Means of Cherokee,
Are Held Today
Okla., brother-in-law of Dr.
Mrs. Eldora Brown, widow
of Ernest Brown, died Sunday
at two p. rn. in Plymouth,
Mich., where she made her
home. She was 77 years of age
and a former resident of this
area.
•
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Esther
Heusner, West Bloomfield,
Mich., and Miss Doris Brown,
_Northville, Mich.; one son,
Dale W. Brown, Alexandria,
Va.; one sister, Mrs. Tessie
Smith. Beuton Route One; half
sister, Mrs. Ellen Christian,'
Detroit, Mich.; three half
brothers, John Myers, Benton,
—13entrm 'Route One, and Lesie Myers,
Hardin Route One: two
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
this morning Lt eleven o'clock
at the Union Hill Church of
Christ with burial in the
Walnut Grove cemetery. The
Filbeck and Cann .Funeral
Home was in charge of the
arrangements.

Orby Williams Dies
This Morning With
Rites Here Sunday
Orby Williams, former
resident of Calloway County,
died this *Morning at the
Providence Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio, where he
resided. He was 63 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of Temple Hill Lodge
No.„176 Free and Accepted
Masons ..of .Calloway County.
He had moved:to Cincinnati
sixteen years ago where he
was in the construction
business as a bull dozer
operator. Born April 7, 1913, in
Ca'Iowa,' C6unty, he was the
son 'of the late Huie Williams
and Beulah Burkeen Williams.
Surviverstare his wife,'Mrs.
Alba Ifklbeilts Williams, one
dauglitei% Mrs. Ronald (Joan)
Anderson, Cincinnati, Ohio;
one son, Prentice Williams,
Benton Route Four; two
sisters, Mrs' Orean (Alma
Lee) Adams, Dexter Route
One, and Mrs. Hollis ( Maude )
Hale, Murray Route Eight;
one brother, Vernie Williams,
Dexter Route One; four
grandchildren — Penny York,
Craig "Williams, Barry
Mulvihill, ‘. ,krid Shannon
The funeral
been
scheduled for Sunday at two
p.m. at the Temple Hill United
Methodist Church with burial
to follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Masonic rites will
be conducted by Temple Hill
Lodge on Saturday at seven
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home, Murray, where friends
may call after seven p.m. on
Friday.

tkere.

Oak Grove Church
Plans For Revival

Inmate Ruled Guilty Of Murder Attempt
PARIS, Tenn. — Ter7
Compton, serving a life
sentence for the 1975 murder
of Tray'- Lax, was convicted
Wednr
y of attempted
murdei the shooting of Lax'
wife, Mrs. Dathel lax.
The jury deliberated about
10 minutes before returning a
guilty verdict and imposing
the maximum penalty of 6 to
21 years in the state
penitentiary.
This was the third time that
Compton, 23, has stood trial in
connection with the Aug. 4,
1975, incidents when two
homes in the Buchanan

The Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will hold its regular
monthly meeting on Monday.
March 21.
Members are asked to meet
in the 2nd floor auditorium in
Education
Special
the
Building at Murray State
University at 7:30 p. m., a
spokesman said.

ISTOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp . of
Murray, are as follows
s
.
Heublein Inc.. ......
26'x n.,,
McDonalds Corp
45". -5
Ponderosa Systems .
, 65 -5
Kimberly Clark
445 -5
Union Carbide
605 -5
W.R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
515 -5
GAF Corp
121.unc
Georgia Pacific ,,, . . 345 -11
Pfizer
,
..
.
285 •'41
Jim Walters
345 -5
Kirsch.
15 -.,
Disney
185 -'.
Franklin Mint
24'. -5
Nices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the ledger &
Times M I M Simon Co are as follows

'Price and price comparisons based on
manufacturers'suggested retail prices
for base four-door models, not including
destination charges, taxes,•and title.
Comp-4rably equipped, Royal Monaco
is $274 less than LTD. (Whitewalls, $43;
wheellcoyers, $35 extra cost.)

DODGE
TALKING
YOUR
tANGUAGE.

Indus Av
Airco
' Am Motors
Ashland Oil
if rT &T
' Ford Motor
Gen Dynamics
Gen Motors
Gen Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Gals
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg
Tappan
Western Unim
Zenith Radio

Jim Fain
'
01
Motors
t3

12

community were burglarized
and Lax was killed. Mrs. Lax
received a shotgun blast in her
shoulder that same night.
In January of last year
Compton was sentenced to
death in the electric chair for
Lax' murder. It was commuted to life imprisonment by
Gov. Ray Blanton after the
state's death penalty was
declared unconstitutional.
Compton's codefendant, 21year-old Donald Ray Scott,
was convicted of seconddegree murder last year and
handed a 20-year sentence. In
November the two stood trial

Proposal To Subsidize Private
Colleges Now Under Study

CCARC To Hold
Meeting Monday

Dodge Royal Monaco:
$1436 less
than Ford LTD.'

8;

SING AND TELL will present a concert of music on Sunday, March 20, at seven p. m.
at the First Baptist Church, Murray. They will return home Friday after a mission tour
and concert at the National Memorial Baptist Church, Luther Rice Baptist Church, Berwyn Baptist Church, BSU at the University of Maryland, johenning Baptist Center,
University Baptist Church, and D. C. Baptist Home for the Retired, all in the
Washington, D. C., area during this week. Members are, left to right, first row, Gary
Eaton, Kathy Wilson, Lisa Hamby, Martha Kird, Karen Hussung, Phil Duncan, director,
second row, Bill Wilson, Janice Crawford, co-director, Gail Lovelace, Toby Roberts,
Becky Sams, Pam Churchill, third row, Susan McKinnis, Jim Yonts, Martha McKinney,
Keith Inman, Todd Vincent, Rick Butler; and Bill Farris. Not pictured are Sheila Duncan,
Eleanor Mills, Chris Parker, and Karen Atkins.

-

b

Bro. K. E. Todd To
Be Ordained Here

At Bethany Church

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
A proposal to subsidize the
Revival services will be held state's private colleges on the
at the Oak Grove Baptist basis of the number of degrees
Church starting Monday, they award annually is under
arch 21, and continuing consideration by the Kentucky
through Saturday, March 26, Council on Higher Education's
with services at 7:30 each financial committee.
evening.
The committee's staff also
The guest eVailelist will be unveiled other proposals
the Rev. Mayo ansfield of Wednesday to aid Kentucky's
McK
, Tn., according to private colleges. Those
the
u h pastor, the Rev. proposals include increasing
Otis J s, who invites the - „grants to needy Kentuckians
publ to attend.
attending private schools and
extension of the state's bonding authority for the private

1

major pronouncement •appeared to be his statement
that an "ultimate requirement
for a Middle East peace" is to
resolve what he termed "the
Palestinian problem."
He said: "There has to be a
provided for
homeland
Palestinian refugees who have
suffered for many, many
years."
There was no immediate
elaboration on what may have
been an offhand remark
suggesting that he believes
Palestinians should have
territory of their own.
However, Carter declared
that "up to this moment" the
Palestinians deny Israel's
right to exist and are publicly
committed to destroying the
Dr. Yancey Watkins, a
Jewish state.
certified lay speaker of the
As during the 1976 vote
First United Methodist
Carter spent the night
quest,
Church of Murray, will be the
in a private home,in the threespeaker at the eleven a. m.
story Victorian frame house of
worship services at the
Bro. Kenneth E. Todd will Irish, Catholic, Democratic
Kirksey United Methodist
Church on'Sunday, March 20. be ordained as a, minister at beer- distributor Edward
A native of Uniontown, Dr. the Bethany Independent Thompson and his wife, who
Watkins has lived in Murray Baptist Church, located north gathered their eight children
since 1966 and is director of of the old elementary school and five grandchildren for the
the reading division, Murray building at New Concord, on occasion.
Carter seemed to win over
Friday, March 18, at 7:30 p. m.
State University.
The ordination message will his torn hall audience and a
Billy Smith, chairman of the
administrative board of the be by Bro. Harry Elkins of the police-estimated 4,000 others
church, will preside at the Bethany Church. Bro. Todd, standing outside, with his very
morning worship services. son of the late Herbert and first words:
"A number of weeks ago I
Jerry Key, church school Alice Todd, has been called as
superintendent will preside minister of the Bethany told my staff to choose an
during the Sunday School Church. He and his wife, the average American city for me
former Wanda Fay Herndon, to start with my people-tohour.
Smith said he expected a have four children — Teresa, people effort. They made a
terrible mistake because this
large crowd to hear this Danny, Tina, and Carmen.
The Bethany Church was is no average city. This is an
outstanding lay speaker and
invites the public to come to organized on February 25 of extraordinary city."
He drew no louder aptilause
this year. The public is invited
hear Dr. Watkins.
to attend the Friday night except when he took care to
services and also all services introduce his traveling
at the church, a spokesman companion for the, day, Sen.
Edward M.Kennedy,D-Mass.
said.
Mrs. Lax took the stand just
before Scott and identified
Compton as the man who shot
hert She and her husband had
just gotten out of their car and
were coming toward the
house, she said.
"I said, 'please don't shoot
me,'" Mrs. Lax said. "Then
he shot me."
Under cross-examination
defense attorney Bill Neese
attempted to raise doubts
about Mrs. Lax' identiqation
of Compton since she had
problems identifying him in
previous trials.
Mrs. Lax said Compton
looked a little different each
time because of several
changes in his hair style. But,
said she was positive that it
was Compton who shot her.
"He's the man that shot me,
and I'm crippled for life for
it."
Asst. Dist. Attys. Gen. Ted
Neumann
Albert
and
Schoonover called 10 witnesses, including Compton's
sister,
Donald
Mrs.
Weatherford, who placed
Compton and Scott in the area
prior to the incidents.
summation
In
his
Schoonover asked the jury to
impose the maximum penalty,
calling the 1975 incidents a "crime spree unknown in the
annals of Henry County."

Watkins To
Speak, Kirksey

Leland W. Nanney,
Retired Railroad
Engineer, Is Dead

l'AUONG
PRICE.
S4116*
I—
wounsinimw

he is to address the United minutes. He seemed to wow
Nations.
his St. Patrick's Day eve
The stop in the capital of the audience in a town where Irish
Mountaineer state was part of Catholics make up the largest
a two-day "meet-the-people" ethnic group.
trip that began Wednesday
Carter even was applauded
with a nationally televised when he promised, in a state
town hall meeting in hilly that long cherished strict antiClinton, Mass., a town of birth control laws, that a
13,500.
welfare revision program to
The grinning President, he unveiled Sept. 30 will
sporting a green-tinted car- "provide
a permanent
nation in his lapel, stepped nationwide system of family
before about 800 townfolk and planning" with birth control
answered questions for 90 "opportunities for those who
believe in them."
He answered questions on
local problems, economics
and world affairs. His only

Eugene Schanbacher of
Murray, died suddenly
Wednesday.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Hazel Schanbacher
Means, and four daughters.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at ten a. m. at
the First United Methodigt
Church, Cherokee, Okla., with
trial to follow in a cemetery

• Leland W. Nanney, retired
railroad engineer, died
Tuesday at 11:45 a. m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was 64 years of age and a
resident a 2819 Hovekarrip
Road, Paducah.
Mr. Nanney, a native of
Marshall County, worked for
thirty years with the Illinois
Central Gulf Railroad prior to
his retirement in 1975. He was
a member of the Oakland
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and
Engineers, .and of Masonic
Lodge No. 127 Free and Accepted Masons.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Gladys Nanney; one son,
Nelson E. Nanney, Sr.,
idland; two daughters,
Mrs. Betty Phillips, Reidland,
and Mrs. Sue King, Calvert
City; one brother, -Elton
Nanney, Hardin; two sisters,
Mrs. Mae Goodwin, Calloway
County, and Mrs. Nera Lovett,
Kerrville, Texas; eight
grandchiloilien; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the
Oakland Cumberland
Presbyterian Church with the
Rev. Jim Crawford and the
Rev. John Archer officiating.
Serving
active
as
pallbearers are Johnny
Morgan, Joe Taylor, Tommy
Hayden, A. J. Brigman, Jr.,
James Ward Bailey, and E. M.
English._ The elders of the
church are serving as
honorary pallbearers. Burial
will follow in the church
cemetery with the Roth
Funeral Home, Paducah, in
charge of arrangements.

(Continued From Page 1)

30's -5
4 unc
,.. 345. -‘,
4
. 62'. -5
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575 -5
725. -SI
273
.unc
30 4-5
305 unc
345 •
225 -i's
335 -5
22-5
105 -".
17'. -5
0 -5
26
.

institutions.
One principle of the
proposals, according to a
preface, is that Kentucky's
private colleges are "an
essential component" of
higher education in the state.
Further, the preface states,
the private schools' facilities
should be "utilized, protected," and where possible, the
need for public, funds for
similar activities at state
should
schools)"
be
eliminated.
David Carter, the staff's top
financial official, estimated .
the cost of the aid package at
between $2.9 million and 83.4
million.
A program in which the
state gave private colleges
$500 for each bachelor's
degree awarded and $250 for
each associate degree would
cost $1.47 Million, Carter said.
Carter
told
finance
committee members that the
proposals, which would have 1
to be approved by the 11
council and the General
Assembly, are tentative and
subject to modification.
-We wanted you to see
them, talk about them, get
some reactions on them and
we might very well modify
them and give you something
different," he-said.
Lawrence Forgy, acting
chairman of the committee,
directed the staff to provide
more information about the
proposals at the group's next
meeting later this month.

here and were found guilty of
the burglary of the Clayton
Lamb home for which Compton was sentenced to 5 to 10
years and Scott from 3 to 10.
Compton and Scott were
originally set to be tried
together on the' attempted
murder charge, but Circuit
Court „Judge Dick Jerman
granted separate trials for the
two Murray men.
Scott, who is expected to
plead guilty when his trial
comes up in July, appeared as
a witness for the state Wednesday telling the jury that he
and Compton burglarized the
two Buchanan homes and
Compton shot Mrs. Lax when
they were surprised during
the burglary by the Lases
returning home.
Proslcution witnesses were
cautioned to sptak only of
events relating to the shooting
of Mrs. Lax. Jerman warned
the jury to consider Wednesday's testimony
independent
of
reported
testimony from the earlier
murder and burglary trials.
Scott said he was carrying a
shotgun stolen at the Lamb
hole when Mr. and Mrs. lax
returned home from church.
Compton first told him to
shoot, Scott said, and then
grabbed the gun and shot Mrs.
Lax.

KENT' CKI LITTLE MISS

MAX E. MORRIS
Sheriff

TO THE PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:

School Attending

Earlier this ,month, I filed the necessary
papers with the Calloway County Court Clerk
to qualify myself as a candidate for the office
of Calloway County Sheriff.
To those of you who do not know me personally, I submit the following to you. I am 39
years of age and was born and reared in the
Lynn Grove community of Calloway Coun$y, I
am the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lancie Morris. I am
married to the former Shirley Butterworth,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Osro Butterworth.
We are the parents of three children: Zandra
Brandon, Garry and Regina Moths. We reside
at 1711 Wells Extended, and attend the
Williams Chapel Church of Christ.
Since July of 1972. I have been a full-time
employee of the BlalockColeman Funeral
Home. I served for eight years ass member of
'the Murray Police Department where I held
the rank of Sergeant. I am a member of
Murray Lodge 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
Permit me to express my deep appreciation
to each of you for the opportunity of serving
as Coroner for the past four years. How well I
have served is not for me to say, but for you
to judge.
If elected to serve as Sheriff of Calloway
County, I promise to serve the people of
Murray and Calloway in a fair and honest
manner. The office of Sheriff will be operated
in a dignified way. I WILL BE A FULL TIME
SHERIFF WITH NO OUTSIDE INTERESTS.
I am entering this race without any
obligations to any person or groups. I will appreciate any consideration that the voters of
Murray and Calloway County may give me in
my campaign for Sheriff of Calloway County.

Signature of parent
Date
Please send recent photo with this application.

Sincerely yours,
Max E. Morris
Candidate for Sheriff
Calloway County

sponorey1 hs.: tau phi lambda sorority
woodmen of the world
unit 827
1307 Poplar
llurrav. lvaitueliN 121)71

ENTRY FORM
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY _
•
Age

Date of Birth_

Social Security Number of Contestant or mother
Name of parent's-a-guardian
Home Phone

Business Phone

Color of eyes

Color of Hair

General Information - Hobbies, Favorite TV Program, Interests, etc.

HOUSEHOLD SHOWER
, A household shower for
Jimmy and Karen Kelso who
lost their home and contents
by fire dri March 8 will be held'
Sunday, March 20. from two to
four p.m. at the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church.
SERVICE MAN HERE
A veterans service man
from the State officers of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
be here Saturday, March 19,
from nine a. m. to three p. rn.
in the Calloway Circuit Court
Room to assist veterans and
their dependents in filing
claims, etc,

Elect

Grade in School
Name of Sponsor(s)

Paid for by the conchdote

Please send registration fee of $30.00 with this application no
later than April 20, 1977.
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